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2
1 Introduction
A Higgs boson was discovered at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in July 2012 [1]. At the time
of writing, its measured properties are consistent with those of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson,
though deviations in its most important couplings at the level of ten(s of) percent are still possible, as is
the existence of additional scalar particles making up an extended Higgs sector. With this discovery, Higgs
physics becomes an essential part of the education of any graduate student in high-energy physics. These
lectures are meant to be a pedagogical introduction to the Higgs mechanism1 in the SM and some of the
resulting Higgs phenomenology.
These lectures are organized as follows. In Sec. 2 I give a detailed exposition of electroweak symmetry
breaking in the SM, including the generation of the W and Z boson and fermion masses and the resulting
predictions for Higgs boson interactions. In Sec. 3 I then survey the SM predictions for Higgs boson decays
and production mechanisms at hadron and e+e− colliders. In Secs. 4 and 5 I venture beyond the SM via
two “case studies” of extended Higgs sectors. Section 4 introduces the basic features of models containing
two Higgs doublets, while Sec. 5 introduces models containing isospin-triplet scalar field(s) in addition to
the usual SM Higgs doublet. Part of the purpose of these sections is to introduce the concepts of minimal
flavor violation (in Sec. 4) and custodial symmetry (in Sec. 5). These two concepts are automatic features
of the SM, and thus their important phenomenological consequences are best illustrated by comparison to
models in which they are not automatic. A brief philosophical outlook is given in Sec. 6, followed by a
collection of homework questions in Sec. 7.
2 The Higgs mechanism in the Standard Model
2.1 Preliminaries: gauge sector
Let’s start with a review of the gauge and fermion parts of the SM Lagrangian. The SM gauge structure
is SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y , comprising respectively the strong interactions (subscript c for color), weak
isospin (subscript L for the left-handed fermions it couples to), and hypercharge (subscript Y for the
hypercharge operator). The gauge boson dynamics are encoded in the Lagrangian in terms of the field
strength tensors:2
Lgauge = −1
4
GaµνG
aµν − 1
4
W aµνW
aµν − 1
4
BµνB
µν , (1)
where repeated indices are always taken as summed. Here the field strength tensors are given as follows.
For the U(1)Y interaction, the field strength tensor takes the same form as in electromagnetism,
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ. (2)
For SU(3)c, and non-abelian theories in general, the field strength tensor takes a more complicated form,
Gaµν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νGaµ + gsfabcGbµGcν , (3)
where gs is the strong interaction coupling strength, a, b, c run from 1 to 8, and f
abc are the (antisymmetric)
structure constants of SU(3), defined in terms of the group generators ta according to
[ta, tb] = ifabctc. (4)
For SU(2), a, b, c run from 1 to 3 and fabc = abc, the totally antisymmetric three-index tensor defined so
that 123 = 1. Therefore, the field strength tensor for SU(2)L can be written as
W aµν = ∂µW
a
ν − ∂νW aµ + gabcW bµW cν , (5)
1I do not make any attempt to relay the history of the development of the ideas that today go by the name of the Higgs
mechanism. A detailed account can be found in Chapter 11 of Sean Carroll’s book, The Particle at the End of the Universe [2].
2I use the metric gµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1), so that p2 ≡ pµpµ = m2 for an on-shell particle.
3
QL ≡
(
uL
dL
)
uR dR LL ≡
(
νL
eL
)
eR
Hypercharge 1/6 2/3 −1/3 −1/2 −1
Color triplet triplet triplet singlet singlet
Table 1: The chiral fermion content of a single generation of the Standard Model.
where g is the weak interaction coupling strength.
The gauge interactions of fermions or scalars are encoded in the covariant derivative,
Dµ = ∂µ − ig′BµY − igW aµT a − igsGaµta, (6)
where g′ is the coupling strength of the hypercharge interaction, Y is the hypercharge operator, and T a
and ta are the SU(2) and SU(3) generators, respectively. When acting upon a doublet representation of
SU(2), T a is just σa/2 where σa are the Pauli matrices,
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (7)
The corresponding gauge transformations can be written as follows (for the SU(2)L and SU(3)c gauge
field transformations, we give only the infinitesimal form):
U(1)Y : ψ → exp[iλY (x)Y ]ψ, Bµ → Bµ +
1
g′
∂µλY (x)
SU(2)L : ψ → exp[iλaL(x)T a]ψ, W aµ →W aµ +
1
g
∂µλ
a
L(x) + 
abcW bµλ
c
L(x)
SU(3)c : ψ → exp[iλac (x)ta]ψ, Gaµ → Gaµ +
1
gs
∂µλ
a
c (x) + f
abcGbµλ
c
c(x). (8)
A mass term for a gauge boson would take the form
L ⊃ 1
2
m2BBµB
µ. (9)
This is not gauge invariant and thus cannot be inserted by hand into the Lagrangian. Therefore, (unbroken)
gauge invariance implies that gauge bosons are all massless.
2.2 Preliminaries: fermion sector
The SM contains three copies (generations) of a collection of chiral fermion fields with different gauge
transformation properties under SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y . The content of a single generation is given in
Table 1, along with their hypercharge assignments3 (the value of the quantum number Y ) and their SU(3)c
(color) transformation properties. The fields QL and LL transform as doublets under SU(2)L, while the
remaining fields transform as singlets.
The left- and right-handed chiral fermion states are obtained from an unpolarized Dirac spinor using
the projection operators
PR =
1
2
(1 + γ5), PL =
1
2
(1− γ5), (10)
in such a way that
PRψ ≡ ψR, PLψ ≡ ψL. (11)
3A careful observer will notice that the electric charge of each field is given by Q = T 3 +Y . We will derive this relationship
in Sec. 2.3.
4
Using the anticommutation relations {γµ, γ5} = 0 and the fact that γ5 is Hermitian, we also have
ψ¯PR = ψ
†γ0PR = ψ†PLγ0 = (PLψ)†γ0 = ψ¯L, (12)
and similarly ψ¯PL = ψ¯R. Finally, the projection operators obey PR + PL = 1 and P
2
R = PR, P
2
L = PL.
We can use this to rewrite the Dirac Lagrangian in terms of chiral fermion fields as follows. We start
with the Lagrangian for a generic fermion ψ with mass m,
L = ψ¯i∂µγµψ −mψ¯ψ. (13)
The first term can be split into two terms involving left- and right-handed chiral fermion fields by inserting
a factor of 1 = (P 2L + P
2
R) before the ψ and using the anticommutation relation to pull one factor of the
projection operator through the γµ in each term:
ψ¯i∂µγ
µψ = ψ¯PRi∂µγ
µPLψ + ψ¯PLi∂µγ
µPRψ = ψ¯Li∂µγ
µψL + ψ¯Ri∂µγ
µψR. (14)
The kinetic term separates neatly into one term involving only ψL and one involving only ψR. We can then
incorporate the gauge transformation properties by promoting the derivative ∂µ to a covariant derivative
Dµ and these two terms will be gauge invariant for any of the fermion fields given in Table 1.
Now let’s consider the mass term. Using the same tricks, we have,
−mψ¯ψ = −mψ¯P 2Lψ −mψ¯P 2Rψ = −mψ¯RψL −mψ¯LψR. (15)
(Note that the second term is just the Hermitian conjugate of the first term.) The mass terms each involve
fermions of both chiralities. Because the left-handed and right-handed fermions of the SM carry different
SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge charges, such mass terms are not gauge invariant and thus cannot be inserted by
hand into the Lagrangian. Therefore, given the gauge charges of the SM fermions, (unbroken) gauge
invariance implies that all the SM fermions are massless.4
2.3 The SM Higgs mechanism
We have established that the theoretical explanation of the experimentally-observed nonzero masses of
the W and Z bosons and the SM fermions requires a new ingredient. Such an explanation is achieved by
introducing a single SU(2)L-doublet scalar field, which causes spontaneous breaking of the SU(2)L×U(1)Y
gauge symmetry via the Higgs mechanism.
We add to the SM a field Φ, an SU(2)L-doublet of complex scalar fields that can be written as
Φ =
(
φ+
φ0
)
=
1√
2
(
φ1 + iφ2
φ3 + iφ4
)
, (16)
where φ1, φ2, φ3, φ4 are properly normalized real scalar fields. We assign Φ a hypercharge Y = 1/2 and
make it a color singlet. The new terms in the Lagrangian involving Φ are given by
LΦ = (DµΦ)†(DµΦ)− V (Φ) + LYukawa, (17)
where the first term contains the kinetic and gauge-interaction terms via the covariant derivative, the
second term is a potential energy function involving Φ, and the third term contains Yukawa couplings of
the scalar field to pairs of fermions. We will treat each term in turn, starting with the potential energy
function.
The most general gauge invariant potential energy function, or scalar potential, involving Φ is given by
V (Φ) = −µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2. (18)
Consider the possible signs of the coefficients of the two terms in V :
4Some models beyond the SM contain left- and right-handed chiral fermions that carry the same SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge
charges, and can thus form a massive Dirac fermion without any reference to electroweak symmetry breaking. Such fermions
are called vectorlike fermions, because of their pure vector (as opposed to axial-vector) couplings to the Z boson.
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Figure 1: Plots of V (Φ) = −µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2 as a function of |Φ| ≡
√
Φ†Φ for the cases −µ2 > 0 (left)
and −µ2 < 0 (right). For the SM parameters I used |−µ2| ' (88.4 GeV)2 and λ ' 0.129, obtained from
the measured values mh ' 125 GeV and v ' 246 GeV. In the case that −µ2 < 0 (right), the minimum of
the potential is at |Φ| = v/√2 = (246/√2) GeV.
• If λ is negative, then V is unbounded from below and there is no stable vacuum state.
• When −µ2 and λ are both positive, the potential energy function has a minimum at |Φ| ≡
√
Φ†Φ = 0
(left panel of Fig. 1). In this case the electroweak symmetry is unbroken in the vacuum, because a
gauge transformation acting on the vacuum state Φ = 0 does not change the vacuum state.
• When −µ2 is negative and λ is positive, the potential energy function has a minimum away from
|Φ| = 0 (right panel of Fig. 1). In this case the vacuum, or minimum energy state, is not invariant
under SU(2)L×U(1)Y transformations: the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken in the vacuum.
Let’s take a closer look at the symmetry-breaking case. The Higgs field Φ is a complex scalar field
with two isospin components; we can thus write it in terms of four real scalar degrees of freedom as in
Eq. (16), where the 1/
√
2 normalization ensures that the kinetic energy terms for the real scalars will have
the correct normalization, L ⊃ 12∂µφi∂µφi. Then
Φ†Φ =
1
2
(
φ21 + φ
2
2 + φ
2
3 + φ
2
4
)
, (19)
which can be thought of as the square of the length of a four-component vector. Minimizing the potential
in Eq. (18) fixes the length of this vector to satisfy
Φ†Φ =
µ2
2λ
, (20)
which is a positive quantity when −µ2 is negative. This picks out a spherical surface in four dimensions
upon which the potential is minimized.5
In this language, SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge transformations correspond to rotations in this four-dimensional
space.6 Under such rotations V is invariant—the value of the potential depends only on the distance from
5For the topologically inclined, the vacuum manifold is S3.
6Note that there are four independent SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge transformations in Eq. (8) but only three independent rotation
directions for a vector in a four-dimensional space. In fact, there is always one combination of the SU(2)L and U(1)Y
transformations that leaves the vacuum state invariant. This particular combination of gauge transformations will remain
unbroken by the Higgs field and corresponds to the gauge transformation of electromagnetism.
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the origin—but a particular vacuum state (a particular vector of length
√
µ2/2λ) transforms nontrivially:
it is rotated into a new vector of the same length but pointing in a different direction.
We also acquire a physical picture for excitations around such a vacuum state. Excitations in any of
the three rotational directions cost zero energy, because the potential is flat in those directions. These
correspond to massless modes or Goldstone modes. An excitation in the radial direction, on the other
hand, feels an approximate harmonic oscillator potential about the minimum and gives rise to a massive
particle.
Let’s see how this works explicitly. The potential is given in terms of the four real scalars by
V = −µ
2
2
(
φ21 + φ
2
2 + φ
2
3 + φ
2
4
)
+
λ
4
(
φ21 + φ
2
2 + φ
2
3 + φ
2
4
)2
. (21)
We are free to choose the basis of states φ1, · · · , φ4 to be oriented however we like relative to the local
vacuum value; let’s choose the vacuum expectation values (“vevs”) of the four fields to be
〈φ3〉 ≡ v =
√
µ2
λ
, 〈φ1〉 = 〈φ2〉 = 〈φ4〉 = 0. (22)
We can also define a new real scalar field h with zero vacuum value, 〈h〉 = 0, according to
φ3 = h+ v. (23)
Then our field becomes
Φ =
1√
2
(
φ1 + iφ2
v + h+ iφ4
)
, (24)
and the potential becomes
V = −µ
2
2
(
φ21 + φ
2
2 + (h+ v)
2 + φ24
)
+
λ
4
(
φ21 + φ
2
2 + (h+ v)
2 + φ24
)2
. (25)
In particular, we have expressed the potential entirely in terms of constants and fields with zero vacuum
value. This lets us treat the fields in terms of small excitations as usual in quantum field theory. Multiplying
out the terms in V and using µ2 = λv2 to eliminate µ2, we find
V = constant + 0 · φ21 + 0 · φ22 + λv2h2 + 0 · φ24 + cubic + quartic. (26)
These quadratic terms are the mass terms for the real scalars. We see that φ1, φ2, and φ4 are massless in
accordance with our intuitive picture above, while h has a mass mh =
√
2λv2.7
To learn more about the nature of the massless modes, we can rewrite Φ in another convenient form,
Φ =
1√
2
exp
(
iξaσa
v
)(
0
v + h
)
. (27)
Here h and ξa are fields, σa are the Pauli matrices as in Eq. (7), and a is summed over 1, 2, 3. This
expression is equivalent to Eq. (24) up to linear order in the fields, i.e., for infinitesimal fluctuations about
the vacuum.8
Now consider the gauge transformations of Φ:
U(1)Y : Φ→ exp
(
iλY (x) · 1
2
)
Φ,
SU(2)L : Φ→ exp
(
iλaL(x)
σa
2
)
Φ. (28)
7Recall that for a real scalar φ with mass m, V ⊃ 1
2
m2φ2.
8To linear order, ξ1 = φ2, ξ
2 = φ1, and ξ
3 = −φ3.
7
If we choose λaL(x) = −2ξa/v at each point in spacetime, we arrive at a gauge in which
Φ =
1√
2
(
0
v + h
)
, (29)
i.e., we have gauged away the fields ξa, or equivalently φ1, φ2, φ4.
9 These fields have been entirely removed
from the Lagrangian by means of a gauge transformation!10 This means that it must be possible to
interpret the theory in a way in which these fields are absent (but with the gauge fixed): they are not
physical degrees of freedom. This gauge choice is known as unitary or unitarity gauge. The massive field
h remains present and always shows up in the combination (v + h).
2.4 Gauge boson masses and couplings to the Higgs boson
We now examine the gauge-kinetic term,
L ⊃ (DµΦ)† (DµΦ) . (30)
When acting on Φ, the covariant derivative reads
Dµ = ∂µ − ig
′
2
Bµ − ig
2
W aµσ
a. (31)
Applying this to Φ in the unitarity gauge we find
DµΦ = 1√
2
( − i2g(W 1µ − iW 2µ)(v + h)
∂µh+
i
2(gW
3
µ − g′Bµ)(v + h)
)
. (32)
Dotting this into its Hermitian conjugate gives,
(DµΦ)† (DµΦ) = 1
2
(∂µh)(∂
µh)+
1
8
g2(v+h)2(W 1µ− iW 2µ)(W 1µ+ iW 2µ)+
1
8
(v+h)2
(−g′Bµ + gW 3µ)2 . (33)
Let us consider the three terms in turn. The first is the properly normalized kinetic term for the real
scalar field h (the Higgs boson). For the second term, we note that the combinations W 1± iW 2 correspond
to the charged W bosons:11
W+µ =
W 1µ − iW 2µ√
2
, W−µ =
W 1µ + iW
2
µ√
2
. (37)
9Note that we could have gauged away ξ3 by doing an appropriate combination of SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge transformations.
10This removal of the Goldstone modes by means of a gauge transformation is sometimes described as the Goldstones being
“eaten” by the corresponding gauge bosons.
11Which combination corresponds to W+ and which to W−? This can be checked by noting that
W 1µσ
1 +W 2µσ
2 =
1
2
(W 1µ − iW 2µ)(σ1 + iσ2) + 1
2
(W 1µ + iW
2
µ)(σ
1 − iσ2) =
√
2
W 1µ − iW 2µ√
2
σ+ +
√
2
W 1µ + iW
2
µ√
2
σ−, (34)
where
(σ1 + iσ2) = 2σ+ = 2
(
0 1
0 0
)
, (σ1 − iσ2) = 2σ− = 2
(
0 0
1 0
)
. (35)
When the covariant derivative acts on the left-handed fermion doublets we get terms of the following form, from which we can
identify W+ and W− using charge conservation:
W 1µ − iW 2µ√
2
(
u¯ d¯
)
σ+γµPL
(
u
d
)
=
W 1µ − iW 2µ√
2
u¯γµPLd ⇒ W
1
µ − iW 2µ√
2
= W+µ ,
W 1µ + iW
2
µ√
2
(
u¯ d¯
)
σ−γµPL
(
u
d
)
=
W 1µ + iW
2
µ√
2
d¯γµPLu ⇒ W
1
µ + iW
2
µ√
2
= W−µ . (36)
8
hW−ν
W+µ
= i
g2v
2
gµν = 2i
M2W
v
gµν
h
h
W−ν
W+µ
= i
g2
4
· 2gµν = 2iM
2
W
v2
gµν
h
Zν
Zµ
= i
(g2 + g￿2)v
4
· 2gµν = 2iM
2
Z
v
gµν
1
h
W−ν
W+µ
= i
g2v
2
gµν = 2i
M2W
v
gµν
h
h
W−ν
W+µ
= i
g2
4
· 2gµν = 2iM
2
W
v2
gµν
h
Zν
Zµ
= i
(g2 + g￿2)v
4
· 2gµν = 2iM
2
Z
v
gµν
1
Figure 2: Feynman rules for the hWW and hhWW vertices, as derived from the Lagrangian in Eq. (38).
The extra factor of 2 in the first expression for the hhWW coupling is a symmetry factor accounting for
the two identical Higgs bosons. See also Eq. (40).
The second term in Eq. (33) becomes
L ⊃ 1
8
g2(v + h)2(W 1µ − iW 2µ)(W 1µ + iW 2µ)
=
1
4
g2(v + h)2W+µ W
−µ
=
g2v2
4
W+µ W
−µ +
g2v
2
hW+µ W
−µ +
g2
4
hhW+µ W
−µ. (38)
The first term here is a mass term for the W boson, with
M2W =
g2v2
4
. (39)
The Higgs vacuum expectation alue (vev) has given the W boson a mass! Because MW and g have
been directly measured, we can determine v ' 246 GeV.12 The second and third terms in Eq. (38) give
interactions of one or two Higgs bosons with W+W−. The corresponding Feynman rules (see Fig. 2) are
hW+µ W
−
ν : i
g2v
2
gµν = igMW gµν = 2i
M2W
v
gµν ,
hhW+µ W
−
ν : i
g2
4
× 2! gµν = 2iM
2
W
v2
gµν , (40)
where the 2! in the second expression is a combinatorical factor from the two identical Higgs bosons in the
Lagrangian term. Note that the W mass, the hWW coupling, and the hhWW coupling all come from the
same term in the Lagrangian and are generated by expanding out the factor (v+h)2. Thus the hWW and
hhWW couplings are uniquely predicted in the SM once the W mass and v are known.
We now consider the third term of Eq. (33). We first write the linear combination of W 3µ and Bµ that
appears in this term as a properly normalized real field:
(
gW 3µ − g′Bµ
)
=
√
g2 + g′2
(
g√
g2 + g′2
W 3µ −
g′√
g2 + g′2
Bµ
)
≡
√
g2 + g′2
(
cWW
3
µ − sWBµ
)
≡
√
g2 + g′2 Zµ, (41)
12This value of v actually comes from the Fermi constant, GF = 1/
√
2v2.
9
where we have defined sW = sin θW , cW = cos θW , where θW is the weak mixing angle or Weinberg angle.
We have also defined the field combination Zµ, which will receive a mass from the Higgs vev and be
identified as the Z boson.
We note that the orthogonal state, (
sWW
3
µ + cWBµ
) ≡ Aµ, (42)
does not couple to the Higgs field and thus does not acquire a mass through the Higgs mechanism. This
state will be identified as the photon.13
The third term in Eq. (33) becomes
L ⊃ 1
8
(v + h)2
(−g′Bµ + gW 3µ)2
=
1
8
(g2 + g′2)(v + h)2ZµZµ
=
(g2 + g′2)v2
8
ZµZ
µ +
(g2 + g′2)v
4
hZµZ
µ +
(g2 + g′2)
8
hhZµZ
µ. (43)
The first term here is a mass term for the Z boson,14
M2Z =
(g2 + g′2)v2
4
. (44)
The second and third terms in Eq. (43) give interactions of one or two Higgs bosons with ZZ. The
corresponding Feynman rules (see Fig. 3) are
hZµZν : i
(g2 + g′2)v
4
× 2! gµν = i
√
g2 + g′2MZgµν = 2i
M2Z
v
gµν ,
hhZµZν : i
(g2 + g′2)
8
× 2!× 2! gµν = 2iM
2
Z
v2
gµν , (45)
where each coupling contains a 2! from the two identical Z bosons, and the second expression contains an
extra 2! from the two identical Higgs bosons in the Lagrangian term. As before, the Z mass, the hZZ
coupling, and the hhZZ coupling all come from the same term in the Lagrangian and are generated by
expanding out the factor (v + h)2. Thus the hZZ and hhZZ couplings are uniquely predicted in the SM
once the Z mass and v are known.
We can now rewrite the covariant derivative in terms of our new basis of electroweak gauge bosons,
W+, W−, Z, and A. Starting from Eq. (6), we make the following substitutions:
Bµ = cWAµ − sWZµ,
W 3µ = sWAµ + cWZµ,
W 1T 1 +W 2T 2 =
1√
2
(W+T+ +W−T−), (46)
where T± are the raising and lowering operators of SU(2)L, with T± = σ± in the doublet representation.
This yields,
Dµ = ∂µ − igsGaµta − i
g√
2
(
W+µ T
+ +W−µ T
−)− iZµ (gcWT 3 − g′sWY )− iAµ (gsWT 3 + g′cWY ) . (47)
13The choice of basis of the Higgs field, i.e., in which component we put the vev, does not affect this conclusion. There will
always remain one massless gauge boson, corresponding to the combination of SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge transformations that
leaves our chosen vacuum state invariant. This combination will not couple to (v+ h)2, will not acquire a mass, and will thus
be identified with the known massless electroweak gauge boson, the photon. Since electric charge is defined in terms of the
couplings of the photon, the SM Higgs vev and physical Higgs boson will always be what we call electrically neutral.
14Remember that the mass term for a real vector field takes the form L ⊃ 1
2
M2ZZµZ
µ.
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hW−ν
W+µ
= i
g2v
2
gµν = 2i
M2W
v
gµν
h
h
W−ν
W+µ
= i
g2
4
· 2gµν = 2iM
2
W
v2
gµν
h
Zν
Zµ
= i
(g2 + g￿2)v
4
· 2gµν = 2iM
2
Z
v
gµν
1
h
h
Zν
Zµ
= i
(g2 + g￿2)
8
· 2 · 2gµν = 2iM
2
Z
v2
gµν
e
e
h = −i ye√
2
= −ime
v
h
h
h
= −iλv · 3! = −6iλv = −3im
2
h
v
2
Figure 3: Feynman rules for the hZZ and hhZZ vertices, as derived from the Lagrangian in Eq. (43). The
extra factor of 2 in the first expression for the hZZ coupling is a symmetry factor accounting for the two
identical Z bosons. The hhZZ coupling contains two extra factors of 2 which are the symmetry factors
accounting respectively for the two identical Higgs bosons and two identical Z bosons. See also Eq. (45).
We first examine the photon coupling. Using the definitions sW = g
′/
√
g2 + g′2, cW = g/
√
g2 + g′2,
we can simplify the coefficient
(
gsWT
3 + g′cWY
)
=
gg′√
g2 + g′2
(
T 3 + Y
) ≡ eQ, (48)
where e is the electromagnetic coupling and Q is the electric charge operator. By convention, we identify
e =
gg′√
g2 + g′2
= gsW = g
′cW , Q = T 3 + Y. (49)
The photon coupling then takes the familiar form Dµ ⊃ −ieAµQ.
Now let’s examine the Z boson coupling. We can use Y = Q− T 3 to write
(
gcWT
3 − g′sWY
)
=
g2 + g′2√
g2 + g′2
T 3 − g
′2√
g2 + g′2
Q =
√
g2 + g′2
(
T 3 − s2WQ
)
. (50)
Putting it all together, we obtain the covariant derivative in the gauge boson mass basis,
Dµ = ∂µ − igsGaµta − i
g√
2
(
W+µ T
+ +W−µ T
−)− i e
sW cW
Zµ
(
T 3 − s2WQ
)− ieAµQ, (51)
where we note that g = e/sW and e/sW cW = g/cW =
√
g2 + g′2. From this expression we can derive
the familiar electroweak fermion-antifermion-gauge boson Feynman rules using the fermion gauge-kinetic
terms,
L ⊃ ψ¯LiDµγµψL + ψ¯RiDµγµψR. (52)
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2.5 Fermion masses, the CKM matrix, and couplings to the Higgs boson
Now let’s look at the couplings of the Higgs doublet Φ to fermions. We’ll start with the leptons and neglect
neutrino masses15 for simplicity.
2.5.1 Lepton masses
The construction of the Lagrangian terms that describe the Higgs couplings to fermions is pretty straight-
forward. Lorentz invariance (conservation of spin) requires that fermion spinors appear in pairs, ψ¯ψ.
Because the fermion field has mass dimension 3/2, ψ¯ψ has mass dimension 3; combining this with a single
Higgs doublet (with mass dimension 1) already yields mass dimension 4. Thus we can construct renor-
malizable Higgs-fermion couplings involving only one each of ψ¯, ψ, and Φ. Furthermore, Φ is an SU(2)L
doublet; for our Lagrangian term to be gauge invariant, we must couple it to one SU(2)L doublet fermion
field (e.g., LL = (νL, eL)
T , see Table 1) and one SU(2)L singlet (e.g., eR).
Following this logic, the most general gauge-invariant renormalizable Lagrangian terms involving the
Higgs doublet and leptons are, for a single generation,16
LYukawa ⊃ −
[
yee¯RΦ
†LL + y∗e L¯LΦeR
]
, (53)
where the second term is the Hermitian conjugate of the first and ye is a dimensionless constant. The
coupling ye is complex in general, but its phase can be absorbed into a physically-undetectable rephasing
of the right-handed electron field eR; therefore we’ll treat it as real in what follows.
In unitarity gauge,
Φ =
(
0
(v + h)/
√
2
)
, (54)
and
Φ†LL =
(
0,
v + h√
2
)(
νe
e
)
L
=
v + h√
2
eL, (55)
so [using Eq. (15) in the second step]
LYukawa ⊃ −ye 1√
2
[(v + h)e¯ReL + (v + h)e¯LeR]
= − ye√
2
(v + h)e¯e
= −
(
yev√
2
)
e¯e− ye√
2
he¯e. (56)
The first term in the last line is a mass term for the electron,
me =
yev√
2
. (57)
The Higgs vacuum expectation value has given the electron a mass! Using the known value of v as
determined from the W boson mass, we can deduce the value of ye and hence the he
+e− Feynman rule
(see Fig. 4), which is
he¯e :
−iye√
2
=
−ime
v
. (58)
Thus the he¯e coupling is uniquely predicted in the SM once the electron mass and v are known.
15I’ll make some comments on neutrino masses later in this subsection.
16You can add up the hypercharges of the fields in these Lagrangian terms, remembering that a Hermitian-conjugated field
carries minus the hypercharge of the original field, and see that the net hypercharge of each term is zero, i.e., that these terms
are also gauge invariant under U(1)Y . The same is true for the up- and down-type quark Yukawa terms that we will write
down below. Aren’t we lucky that the hypercharges of the left-handed fermions, right-handed fermions, and Higgs doublet
work out just right to allow for the generation of fermion masses via electroweak symmetry breaking! Why this works out so
nicely is a mystery in the SM, possibly to be explained by grand unification of the gauge interactions.
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Figure 4: Feynman rule for the he¯e vertex, as derived from the Lagrangian in Eq. (56). See also Eq. (58).
The Higgs-electron coupling is really very small:
ye√
2
=
me
v
=
511 keV
246 GeV
' 2.1× 10−6. (59)
We can write down a similar Higgs coupling and mass term for the muon and for the tau lepton. The tau
Yukawa coupling is more “respectable,” though still kind of small:
yτ√
2
=
mτ
v
=
1.78 GeV
246 GeV
' 7.2× 10−3. (60)
The SM does not provide any explanation for these numbers or their sizes; they are just parameters to
be measured. One can hope that a more complete theory of flavor would provide an explanation for the
pattern of fermion masses.
Note that we have not generated any masses or Higgs couplings to neutrinos, because we did not
introduce three right-handed neutrinos νR to participate in the Higgs couplings. More on this after we
deal with the quark masses.
2.5.2 Quark masses and mixing
We start by following our noses and writing a term just like for the charged leptons:
LYukawa ⊃ −
[
ydd¯RΦ
†QL + y∗dQ¯LΦdR
]
, (61)
where again the second term is just the Hermitian conjugate of the first, and we will again assume that
the dimensionless constant yd is real for now. As for the leptons, we multiply out the SU(2)L doublets in
unitarity gauge,
Φ†QL =
(
0,
v + h√
2
)(
uL
dL
)
=
v + h√
2
dL, (62)
so that
LYukawa ⊃ −
(
ydv√
2
)
d¯d− yd√
2
hd¯d. (63)
The first term is a mass for the down quark, md = ydv/
√
2, and the second is an hd¯d coupling.
So far so good, but what about the up-type quark masses? To generate these, we take advantage of
a useful property of SU(2): the anti-doublet or “conjugate” doublet transforms in the same way as the
doublet.17 The conjugate Higgs doublet is given by
Φ˜ ≡ iσ2Φ∗ = i
(
0 −i
i 0
)(
φ−
φ0∗
)
=
(
φ0∗
−φ−
)
, (64)
17Contrast this to the case of SU(3), in which the anti-triplet does not transform in the same way as the triplet.
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and has hypercharge Y = −1/2. Using Φ˜ we can write another gauge-invariant Lagrangian term,
LYukawa ⊃ −
[
yuu¯RΦ˜
†QL + y∗uQ¯LΦ˜uR
]
, (65)
where again the second term is the Hermitian conjugate of the first, and we will assume that the dimen-
sionless constant yu is real for now. Writing out the product of the SU(2)L doublets in unitarity gauge,
Φ˜†QL =
(
v + h√
2
, 0
)(
uL
dL
)
=
v + h√
2
uL, (66)
so that
LYukawa ⊃ −
(
yuv√
2
)
u¯u− yu√
2
hu¯u. (67)
This is exactly what we need to describe the up-quark mass mu = yuv/
√
2 and its coupling to the Higgs.
This is fine if we want to describe a single generation of quarks. But in the SM there are three
generations of quarks! We should really rewrite our left- and right-handed quark fields with a generation
index j,
QLj , uRj , dRj , j = 1, 2, 3. (68)
In general, we can write a gauge-invariant coupling of QL1 to a Higgs doublet and each of uRj and dRj ,
with j = 1, 2, 3, and the same for QL2 and QL3. The most general form of the quark Yukawa Lagrangian
is
LqYukawa = −
3∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
[
yuij u¯RiΦ˜
†QLj + ydij d¯RiΦ
†QLj
]
+ h.c., (69)
where h.c. stands for Hermitian conjugate. The dimensionless couplings yuij and y
d
ij are now the (i, j)
entries of 3×3 complex matrices, containing a total of 18 complex coupling parameters! Replacing Φ with
its vacuum value (0, v/
√
2)T , we obtain the quark mass terms:
LqYukawa ⊃ − (u¯1, u¯2, u¯3)RMu
 u1u2
u3

L
− (d¯1, d¯2, d¯3)RMd
 d1d2
d3

L
+ h.c., (70)
where
Muij =
v√
2
yuij , Mdij =
v√
2
ydij (71)
are the quark mass matrices in generation space, each containing 9 complex entries.
We want to find the quark mass eigenstates. To do that, we just need to diagonalize the two complex
matrices Mu and Md. Any such matrix can be transformed into a real diagonal matrix by multiplying it
on the left and right by appropriate unitary transformation matrices. We define four unitary matrices UL,
UR, DL, and DL according to u1u2
u3

L,R
= UL,R
 uc
t

L,R
,
 d1d2
d3

L,R
= DL,R
 ds
b

L,R
, (72)
where u, c, t, d, s, b are the quark mass eigenstates, such that18
U−1R MuUL =
 mu 0 00 mc 0
0 0 mt
 , D−1R MdDL =
 md 0 00 ms 0
0 0 mb
 . (73)
18For a unitary matrix, U−1 = U†.
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Note that diagonalizing the mass matrices Mu and Md simultaneously diagonalizes the Yukawa matrices
yuij =
√
2
v Muij and ydij =
√
2
v Mdij : this means that the Higgs couplings to q¯q are real and diagonal in the
quark mass basis. In particular, the Feynman rules are just
hq¯q :
−iyq√
2
=
−imq
v
, (74)
where yq is the appropriate eigenvalue of the Yukawa matrix y
u
ij or y
d
ij .
Notice that we’ve “broken up” the left-handed quark doublets by rotating the up-type quarks by UL and
the down-type quarks by the different matrix DL. This shows up in the charged-current weak interactions,
which change uLj ↔ dLj within the same (linear combination of) doublets. Because the mass eigenstates
of the down-type quarks are no longer matched up to the mass eigenstates of the up-type quarks, there are
generation-changing weak interactions, which are described by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix.
In the charged-current interaction part of the Lagrangian we have the quark bilinears
u¯L1γ
µdL1, u¯L2γ
µdL2, u¯L3γ
µdL3. (75)
Their sum can be written in matrix form as
J+µL = (u¯1, u¯2, u¯3)L γ
µ
 d1d2
d3

L
= (u¯, c¯, t¯)L U
†
Lγ
µDL
 ds
b

L
= (u¯, c¯, t¯)L γ
µV
 ds
b

L
. (76)
The combination U †LDL ≡ V is the CKM matrix. Its elements are denoted by quark symbol subscripts;
e.g., Vud is the (1, 1) element of V . This indexing convention also helps one remember the form of Eq. (76).
The CKM matrix is unitary:
V †V =
(
U †LDL
)† (
U †LDL
)
= D†LULU
†
LDL = 1. (77)
Note also that UR and DR have no physical consequences in the SM: uRi and dRi are not tied together in
any way, so their relative basis rotations do not matter.
In the neutral current interactions, the photon couplings Q and the Z boson couplings (T 3− s2WQ) are
the same for each of the three generations. The fermion bilinears involved in the neutral current can then
be written out in generation space as, e.g.,
(u¯1, u¯2, u¯3)L γ
µ
 u1u2
u3

L
= (u¯, c¯, t¯)L U
†
Lγ
µUL
 uc
t

L
= (u¯, c¯, t¯)L γ
µ
 uc
t

L
. (78)
So the neutral currents are automatically flavor diagonal, so long as the photon and Z boson couplings
to all three generations are universal. This is a manifestation of the GIM mechanism (after Glashow,
Iliopoulos and Maiani [3]). It is also why “flavor changing neutral currents” (FCNCs) provide such tight
constraints on physics beyond the SM: they are absent at tree level in the SM, and the SM FCNCs induced
at one-loop by W boson exchange are typically quite small effects.
As a last comment, it is often convenient to work in the weak basis in which the up-type quarks are
mass eigenstates. The weak isospin doublets can then be written as(
u
d′
)
L
,
(
c
s′
)
L
,
(
t
b′
)
L
, (79)
where in generation space,  d′s′
b′

L
= V
 ds
b

L
. (80)
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2.5.3 An aside on neutrino masses
If the neutrinos are Dirac particles (we do not know whether this is true; the other alternative is that
they are Majorana particles, which are their own antiparticles), then we can introduce three right-handed
neutrino fields νRi (i = 1, 2, 3) and write Dirac neutrino masses in the same way as the up-type quark
masses:
LYukawa ⊃ −yν ν¯RΦ˜†LL + h.c., (81)
or, including the charged lepton mass terms and the full three-generation structure [compare Eq. (69)],
L`Yukawa = −
3∑
i=1
3∑
j=1
[
yνij ν¯RiΦ˜
†LLj + y`ij e¯RiΦ
†LLj
]
+ h.c. (82)
Exactly as for the quarks, we get Dirac masses for the charged lepton mass eigenstates e, µ, τ and the
neutrino mass eigenstates ν1, ν2, ν3. The weak isospin doublets can be written in the basis in which the
charged leptons are mass eigenstates as(
νe
e
)
L
,
(
νµ
µ
)
L
,
(
ντ
τ
)
L
, (83)
where the “flavor eigenstates” of the neutrinos, νe, νµ, and ντ , are related to their mass eigenstates by
the lepton analogue of the CKM matrix, called the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata-Pontecorvo (MNSP, or PMNS
depending on your political affiliation) matrix U : νeνµ
ντ

L
= U
 ν1ν2
ν3

L
. (84)
The elements of the MNSP matrix are denoted by indices as, e.g., Ue1 for the (1, 1) element. This helps
one remember the form of Eq. (84).
Note that the Yukawa couplings needed to generate the neutrino masses are extremely—some would
say unreasonably—small: for a neutrino mass mν ∼ 0.1 eV, the corresponding neutrino Yukawa coupling
would be
yν√
2
=
mν
v
' 4× 10−13. (85)
The other possibility for neutrinos is a “Majorana mass.” In terms of the SM fields, this is a term of
the form mνLνL (no bar!). Neutrinos are the only known fermion for which we can construct a Majorana
mass because they are electrically neutral, so that the Majorana mass term does not violate electric charge
conservation. Such a mass term is not gauge invariant under SU(2)L×U(1)Y , but we can generate it after
electroweak symmetry breaking by writing a more complicated term involving the Higgs field:19
LMajorana = −(Φ˜
†LL)2
Λ
. (87)
Counting up the dimensionality of the fields in the numerator of LMajorana quickly reveals that the field
operator has dimension 5. This is thus a nonrenormalizable interaction, with coefficient 1/Λ where Λ
indicates the cutoff scale beyond which a more complete theory must reveal itself.
19The Majorana mass term is more properly written as
LMajorana = −
yMajij
Λ
L¯cLiΦ˜
∗Φ˜†LLj , (86)
where the conjugate spinor L¯cL ≡ −LTLC, where C = −iγ2γ0 is known as the charge conjugation matrix. L¯cL transforms in
the same way as a right-handed spinor ψ¯R under the Lorentz group. (I also included a generation-dependent prefactor y
Maj
ij
to allow for different Majorana masses for the three generations.) Majorana particles also show up in supersymmetry—in the
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model, the gluinos and neutralinos are Majorana fermions. A good reference for practical
calculational techniques involving Majorana fermions in the familiar four-component spinor notation is Appendix A of Ref. [4].
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Such a term yields a neutrino mass mν = v
2/2Λ. To get a neutrino mass of mν ∼ 0.1 eV requires
Λ ∼ 3× 1014 GeV. The more complete theory that yields the Majorana mass term usually involves a very
heavy Majorana right-handed neutrino νR with mass of order the scale Λ. This is known as the “Type-I
Seesaw.”
2.5.4 CKM matrix parameter counting
You may have heard that the CKM matrix (and also the MNSP matrix) can be specified by three angles
and a phase. Here’s where that counting comes from.
• We start with a 3×3 complex matrix V : in general it contains 9 complex numbers, i.e., 18 independent
real parameters.
• V is unitary, yielding 9 constraints of the form V †abVbc = δac. This leaves 9 independent real parame-
ters.
• We are free to absorb a phase out of V into each left-handed field, by redefining qL → eiαqL qL, with
q = u, d of each of the three generations. This removes an arbitrary phase from each row or column
of V . But a common phase redefinition of all the qL has no effect on V , so this rephasing actually
removes only 6− 1 = 5 unphysical phases. This leaves 9− 5 = 4 physical free parameters in V .
To see that these four free parameters comprise three angles and a phase, note that a 3 × 3 real unitary
matrix—i.e., an orthogonal matrix—has three independent parameters (the familiar three Euler angles).
Thus 4 − 3 = 1 of our CKM parameters must be a complex phase. This phase is what gives rise to CP
violation in the Standard Model weak interactions.20
2.6 Higgs self-couplings
Finally let’s return to the Higgs potential,
LV = −V (Φ) = µ2Φ†Φ− λ(Φ†Φ)2, (88)
and work out the self-interactions of the Higgs. In unitarity gauge,
Φ†Φ =
1
2
(h+ v)2, (89)
and minimizing the potential gave us the relation µ2 = λv2, which we will use to eliminate µ2.
Plugging in and multiplying out, we obtain
LV = −λv2h2 − λvh3 − λ
4
h4 + const. (90)
The first term is the mass term for the Higgs, −λv2 = −m2h/2. The second term is an interaction vertex
involving three Higgs bosons, with Feynman rule (see Fig. 5)
hhh : −iλv × 3! = −6iλv = −3im
2
h
v
, (91)
where the 3! is a combinatorical factor from the three identical Higgs bosons in the Lagrangian term. The
third term is an interaction vertex involving four Higgs bosons, with Feynman rule (see Fig. 5)
hhhh : −iλ
4
× 4! = −6iλ = −3im
2
h
v2
, (92)
where again the 4! is a combinatorical factor from the four identical Higgs bosons in the Lagrangian term.
20Note also that if we’d had only two generations, the CKM matrix would be fixed in terms of a single mixing angle and
no phase. The introduction of the CP-violating phase was part of the original motivation for Kobayashi and Maskawa to
introduce the third generation [5].
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Figure 5: Feynman rules for the hhh and hhhh vertices, as derived from the Lagrangian in Eq. (90). The
hhh coupling contains a symmetry factor of 3! = 6 from the three identical Higgs bosons, and the hhhh
coupling contains a symmetry factor of 4! = 24 from the four identical Higgs bosons. See also Eqs. (91)
and (92).
3 SM Higgs collider phenomenology
All the masses of the SM particles21 (W±, Z, the charged fermions, and the Higgs as of summer 2012)
are now known. Therefore all the couplings of the Higgs boson relevant for Higgs collider phenomenology
are uniquely predicted! This means that any deviation from these predictions in Higgs phenomenology
would provide evidence of physics beyond the SM. (Before the Higgs discovery, mh was the only unknown
parameter, and so the predictions were presented as a function of mh.)
3.1 Higgs decays
Because we know the values of all the parameters that appear in the Higgs coupling Feynman rules,
we can predict the partial widths for all the decays (and hence the decay branching ratios). The SM
predictions for these decay branching ratios are very important in the analysis of LHC Higgs data because
they allow us to test the hypothesis that the discovered Higgs boson is the SM Higgs. For that reason,
a lot of work has been done to collect the most up-to-date calculations of the Higgs decay partial widths
(including radiative corrections) and to make good estimates of their remaining theoretical uncertainties
(from uncalculated higher-order radiative corrections) and parametric uncertainties (from uncertainties in
the input parameters, like the quark masses). At the time of writing, the most recent calculations and
uncertainty estimates are summarized in Ref. [6].
3.1.1 h→ ff¯
The Higgs boson can decay to a fermion-antifermion pair (see Fig. 6). Because the Higgs-fermion interaction
strength is proportional to the fermion mass, the decays to the heaviest kinematically-accessible fermion
final states will have the largest partial widths. Given the measured Higgs mass of about 125 GeV, decays
21I’m ignoring neutrinos again, because they are irrelevant for Higgs phenomenology in the SM.
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Figure 6: Higgs boson decay to a fermion-antifermion pair.
to tt¯ are way too off-shell to be numerically important. Instead, the most important fermion final states
are bb¯, ττ and cc¯.
The matrix element for the h→ ff¯ process is
iM = u¯f
(−imf
v
)
vf¯ , (93)
where u¯f and vf¯ are the usual spinors for the outgoing fermion and antifermion. Squaring the matrix
element, summing over fermion polarizations (and colors, if applicable), and integrating over the final-
state two-body phase space yields the partial width:
Γ(h→ ff¯) = Nc
8pi
m2f
v2
mh
[
1− 4m
2
f
m2h
]3/2
. (94)
This expression contains the following ingredients:
• It is proportional to the color factor Nc = 3 for quarks and Nc = 1 for leptons; this accounts for the
sum over the three final-state colors in decays to quark-antiquark pairs.
• It is proportional to the square of the Yukawa coupling (mf/v), as you would expect from looking at
the matrix element.
• It grows linearly with mh: thus Γ(h → ff¯)/mh, the width to ff¯ as a fraction of the Higgs mass,
would remain constant for fermionic decay modes if one were to crank up the Higgs mass.
• It contains a kinematic factor
[
1− 4m2f/m2h
]3/2 ≡ β3, which is ' 1 when the decay is well above
threshold (i.e., when mh  2mf ).22
The state-of-the-art numerical predictions [6] for the partial widths for h→ ff¯ contain more than just the
leading-order expression in Eq. (94):
• The QCD corrections to h → qq¯ (i.e., decays to bb¯ or cc¯) are known to an astounding next-to-next-
to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N4LO). The remaining uncertainty from uncalculated higher order
QCD corrections is estimated to be only 0.1%.23
22For decays to two equal-mass final-state particles, β is just the speed in units of c of either of the final-state particles in
the parent particle’s rest frame. Well above threshold, the decay products are highly relativistic, so β ' 1.
23For h → qq¯, QCD corrections are quite significant and reduce the partial width. The dominant effect is captured by
replacing mf in Eq. (94) by the running mass mf (mh) in the modified minimal subtraction (MS) renormalization scheme.
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Figure 7: Higgs boson decay to a W+W− pair.
• The electroweak corrections are known at next-to-leading order (NLO). The numerical results in
Ref. [6] were computed using the public code HDECAY [7], which currently has the electroweak correc-
tions implemented in a low-mh approximation leading to a 1–2% uncertainty.
• For h→ bb¯, which constitutes the largest decay branching ratio for a 125 GeV SM Higgs boson and
hence influences all the other decay branching ratios through its effect on the Higgs total width, there
are parametric (input) uncertainties from mb and αs (the latter contributes uncertainties in the QCD
corrections). The current uncertainty in the value of mb leads to a 3.3% uncertainty in Γ(h → bb¯)
and the current uncertainty in the value of αs leads to a 2.3% uncertainty in Γ(h→ bb¯).
Few-percent-sized uncertainties are small compared to the uncertainties in the Higgs couplings after the
first run of the LHC at 7–8 TeV. However, with future plans to measure Higgs couplings at percent-level
precision and below, we will have to find a way to reduce these theoretical and parametric uncertainties.
The parametric uncertainties in αs and mb may be reduced a lot by advances in lattice QCD over the next
five years [8].
3.1.2 h→W+W− and h→ ZZ
Let’s first consider how the Higgs decays to W+W− and ZZ (see Fig. 7) would behave in the case that the
Higgs mass were high enough for these decays to be on-shell. This turns out not to be the case in nature,
but there’s some nice physics to understand in the on-shell decay case.
The matrix element for h→W+W− is
iM = 2iM
2
W
v
gµν∗µ(W
+)ν(W
−), (95)
and similarly for h → ZZ replacing MW with MZ . Summing over the three polarization states of the
massive W bosons and integrating over the final-state phase space yields the decay width (for mh > 2MW ):
Γ(h→W+W−) = 1
16pi
(
M4W
v2
)
m3h
M4W
√
1− xW
(
1− xW + 3
4
x2W
)
, (96)
where xW ≡ 4M2W /m2h. The expression for Γ(h→ ZZ) is obtained by replacing MW with MZ everywhere
and multiplying by an additional factor of 1/2 to account for the fact that the two Z bosons in the final
state are identical.
This expression contains the following ingredients:
• It is proportional to the square of the coupling M2W /v, as you would expect from looking at the
matrix element.
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Figure 8: Schematic Feynman diagrams for h→ gg and h→ γγ.
• It grows with increasing Higgs mass like m3h: this can be traced back to the E/MW factors in the
longitudinal W boson polarization vectors.24
• Another way to derive the mh dependence is via the Goldstone Boson Equivalence Theorem, which
provides a good approximation for the partial width in the limit mh  2MW . In this case the W
bosons can be replaced by the charged Goldstone bosons φ±. The hφ+φ− vertex is proportional to
iλv, so |M| ∼ λ2v2 and Γ ∼ 1mhλ2v2 ∼ m3h/v2, where we have used the fact that m2h ∼ λv2.
• The complicated dependence on the kinematic factor xW is due to the sum over the W polarization
vectors. Note that the kinematic factor
√
1− xW
(
1− xW + 34x2W
)→ 1 when mh  2MW .
Of course, the expression in Eq. (96) is only valid for Higgs masses above the WW threshold, which,
since the Higgs discovery, we now know is not the case in nature. Instead, one has to calculate off-shell
h → WW ∗ → Wff¯ or the full doubly-offshell h → ff¯f f¯ . This is a tedious calculation, but it has
been done. The current state-of-the-art theoretical predictions for SM Higgs decay to four fermions is
implemented in a code called PROPHECY4F [9], which includes NLO QCD and NLO electroweak corrections
to the full 4f final states with all interferences included. (For example, the processes h→W ∗W ∗ → `ν`ν
and h → Z∗Z∗ → ``νν interfere with each other for same-flavor final state leptons. This interference is
important when mh < 2MW because the phase space overlap of the two processes becomes significant
when the gauge bosons are forced off shell.)
The remaining theoretical uncertainty from missing higher-order radiative corrections is estimated to
be only ∼ 0.5%.
3.1.3 Loop-induced decays: h→ gg, γγ, Zγ
The loop-induced Higgs decays are rare but important (remember that h→ γγ was one of the two Higgs
boson discovery channels, along with h→ ZZ∗ → 4`). Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 8.
• h→ gg: This decay is dominated by the top quark loop. The bottom quark loop also contributes at
the few-percent level.
• h→ γγ: This decay is dominated by the W boson loop. The top quark loop contribution interferes
destructively with the W loop contribution, reducing the partial width by roughly 30%. The bottom
quark and tau lepton loops also contribute a small amount.
• h → Zγ: This decay is dominated by the W boson loop. The top quark loop contribution is very
small.
24In the W rest frame the three polarization four-vectors µ are just (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 0, 1). Boosting along
the z axis such that the W acquires a four-momentum pµ = (E, 0, 0, p), the first two polarization vectors stay the same while
the third (the longitudinal one) becomes (p, 0, 0, E)/MW .
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The partial width for Higgs decays to γγ takes the form [10]
Γ(h→ γγ) = α
2
256pi3
m3h
v2
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
NciQ
2
iFi(τi)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (97)
where the sum runs over all particles that can run in the loop, Nci is the color factor for particle i (3 for
quarks, 1 for everything else), Qi is the electric charge of particle i in units of e, and the loop factors Fi
for the W boson (spin 1) and a fermion (spin 1/2) are given by
F1(τ) = 2 + 3τ + 3τ(2− τ)f(τ),
F1/2(τ) = −2τ [1 + (1− τ)f(τ)] , (98)
where τ = 4m2i /m
2
h and the function f(τ) is given by
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f(τ) =

[
sin−1(1/
√
τ)
]2
for mh < 2mi,
−14
[
log
(
1+
√
1−τ
1−√1−τ
)
− ipi
]2
for mh > 2mi.
(99)
The imaginary part in f(τ) for mh > 2mi is a consequence of the particles in the loop being kinematically
able to go on shell. When the particle in the loop is much heavier than the Higgs, F1 → 7 and F1/2 → −4/3.
The h→ γγ partial width contains the following ingredients:
• The fermion loop asymptotes to a constant at large mf . This happens because the fermion triangle
diagram generically goes like 1/m2f when the mass of the particle in the loop is large compared to
any of the external invariant masses; however, this is multiplied by a factor of mf/v from the Yukawa
coupling and another factor of mf from the fermion’s helicity flip (see Fig. 9).
• The contribution of light fermions (with masses mf  mh) to the amplitude falls like m2f/m2h with
decreasing fermion mass.
• The W boson loop amplitude asymptotes to a constant for mh  MW . This limit can formally be
obtained by taking g → 0 while holding v and λ fixed. In that case a contribution from the charged
Goldstone boson running in the loop survives, leading to a finite amplitude dependent on v and λ
(recall that λ can be traded for mh).
• The partial width Γ(h → γγ) grows with increasing Higgs mass like m3h. This can be seen as a
consequence of the effective-operator description of the interaction, which is required to take the form
hFµνFµν in order to preserve electromagnetic gauge invariance. Expanding out the field strength
tensors yields two factors of photon momentum in the amplitude.
The partial width for Higgs decays to gg takes the form
Γ(h→ gg) = α
2
s
256pi3
m3h
v2
× 2
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
F1/2(τi)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (100)
where the factor of 2 comes from the color structure and the sum runs over only the quarks, which are the
only particles in the SM that both carry color and couple to the Higgs.
Finally, the partial width for Higgs decays to Zγ can be written in a similar way in terms of a sum of
amplitudes. The loop functions take a different form because the final-state Z boson has p2 = M2Z 6= 0,
but the calculation is otherwise very similar to h→ γγ. The partial width takes the form
Γ(h→ Zγ) = α
2
256pi3
m3h
v2
× 2
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
Ai(τi, λi)
∣∣∣∣∣
2(
1− M
2
Z
m2h
)3
, (101)
25Logarithms are always natural (i.e., log base e) in particle physics unless specified otherwise.
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Figure 9: One of the contributions to the fermion loop in h → γγ, showing the helicity of the fermions.
The helicity flip, which could be placed on any of the three fermion propagators, is marked with an ×.
where here the factor of 2 comes from the fact that the two final-state gauge bosons are distinguishable
(unlike in the case of h→ γγ) and the last term in parentheses is a kinematic factor. The loop factors Ai
for the W boson and fermion loop contributions are given by [10]
AW = − cot θW
{[
8− 16
λW
]
I2 (τW , λW ) +
[
4
λW
(
1 +
2
τW
)
−
(
6 +
4
τW
)]
I1 (τW , λW )
}
,
Af = −4NcfQf
(
1
2T
3L
f −Qfs2W
)
sW cW
[I1(τf , λf )− I2(τf , λf )] . (102)
Here T 3Lf = ±1/2 is the third component of isospin for the left-handed fermion f , so that (12T 3Lf −
Qfs
2
W )/sW cW is the vectorial part of the Zff¯ coupling. The arguments of the functions are τi ≡ 4m2i /m2h
as before and λi ≡ 4m2i /M2Z .
The loop factors are given in terms of the functions
I1(a, b) =
ab
2(a− b) +
a2b2
2(a− b)2 [f(a)− f(b)] +
a2b
(a− b)2 [g(a)− g(b)] ,
I2(a, b) = − ab
2(a− b) [f(a)− f(b)] , (103)
where the function f(τ) was given in Eq. (99) and
g(τ) =

√
τ − 1 sin−1
(√
1
τ
)
for mh < 2mi,
1
2
√
1− τ
[
log
(
1+
√
1−τ
1−√1−τ
)
− ipi
]
for mh > 2mi.
(104)
Notice that, replacing the ZWW and vectorial Zff¯ couplings with the corresponding γWW and γff¯
couplings and taking MZ → 0 in the kinematic factors λi, one obtains AW → −F1(τW ) and Af →
−NcfQ2fF1/2(τf ); that is, the amplitudes reduce exactly to the h → γγ case, up to an overall minus sign
that was built into the definitions of AW and Af .
The current theoretical and parametric uncertainties in these loop-induced decays can be summarized
as follows.
• h → gg: The QCD corrections are known to N3LO, leading to about a 3% remaining scale uncer-
tainty.26 The electroweak corrections are known at NLO, leading to about a 1% uncertainty from
26The “scale uncertainty” in QCD calculations is obtained by varying the renormalization scale by a factor of two in either
direction about some chosen central value, and seeing how much the prediction changes as a consequence. Because the
renormalization scale dependence is an artifact of truncating the perturbation series at a finite order, the dependence of the
result on the renormalization scale provides an estimate of how big the higher-order terms have to be in order to cancel this
dependence once they are included.
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Decay mode BR Notes (as of early 2014)
bb¯ 58% Observed at about 2σ at CMS
WW ∗ 22% Observed at 4σ
gg 8.6%
ττ 6.3% Observed at 1–2 σ
cc¯ 2.9%
ZZ∗ 2.6% Discovery mode (in ZZ∗ → 4µ, 2µ2e, 4e)
γγ 0.23% Discovery mode
Zγ 0.15%
µµ 0.022%
Γtot 4.1 MeV
Table 2: Predicted decay branching ratios (BRs) for a 125 GeV SM Higgs boson, in order of size, from
Ref. [11]. The last row is the predicted Higgs total width. Keep in mind that the relative uncertainties on
the individual BR predictions are of order 3–10%.
missing higher order corrections. The current parametric uncertainty in αs leads to an uncertainty
in the h→ gg partial width of about 4%.27
• h→ γγ: The QCD and electroweak corrections are each known to NLO, leaving a residual theoretical
uncertainty of about 1%.
• h→ Zγ: This process has been calculated at leading order only. The QCD corrections are expected
to be small, since they affect only the fermion loop contributions which already give only a small
contribution to the amplitude. The uncertainty due to the missing NLO electroweak corrections is
estimated at about 5%.
3.1.4 SM Higgs branching ratios
To give some phenomenological insight, the SM Higgs branching ratios are summarized in order of size in
Table 2. All of the LHC measurements to date are roughly consistent with the SM predictions, within the
current (large) uncertainties.
3.2 Higgs production
Because we know the values of all the parameters that appear in the Higgs coupling Feynman rules, we can
also predict the cross sections for Higgs boson production in collisions of SM particles. These cross sections
are the second key ingredient (along with the Higgs branching ratios just discussed) in the analysis of Higgs
data that allows us to test the hypothesis that the discovered Higgs boson is the SM Higgs. As for the
branching ratios, the current most up-to-date calculations and uncertainty estimates for Higgs production
at the LHC are summarized in Ref. [6]. I’ll also comment on Higgs production in e+e− collisions, relevant
for Higgs studies at the proposed International Linear Collider (ILC).
3.2.1 Higgs production in hadron collisions
The dominant Higgs production mode at the LHC is gluon fusion (abbreviated GF or ggF), gg → h
(Fig. 10). This process makes up about 85% of the total (inclusive) Higgs production cross section at the
LHC. At leading order, the amplitude for gg → h is the same as that for the decay h → gg, with the
27This comes from using αs(MZ) = 0.119± 0.002 (90% CL) as advocated by the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group
in 2012 [11].
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Figure 10: Sample Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production in gluon fusion, at leading order (left)
and next-to-leading order (right).
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Figure 11: Feynman diagram for weak boson fusion Higgs production at the LHC.
initial and final states swapped. (This amplitude must then be squared and integrated with the gluon
parton densities.) Beyond leading order, however, the QCD corrections for gluon-fusion Higgs production
are different from those for the h → gg decay, because the additional radiated jets are in the final state,
dramatically changing the kinematic structure. These QCD corrections are quite large, enhancing the
gluon-fusion Higgs production cross section by about a factor of two. The current (2013), quite conservative,
uncertainties on the gluon fusion Higgs production cross section at the 7–8 TeV LHC are about ±8% from
QCD scale uncertainty and ±7% from the uncertainty in the parton distribution functions. The Higgs
discovery comes predominantly from this production mode.
The second-largest Higgs production cross section at the LHC is weak boson fusion (WBF), qq → hjj,
also known as vector boson fusion (VBF) (Fig. 11). The cross section is about one tenth the size of
that for gluon fusion. The process is distinctive experimentally because the two incoming quarks tend to
be scattered by only a small angle, leading to two very energetic jets pointing close to the beam line in
opposite halves of the detector (referred to as “forward jets” or “forward tagging jets”). The process is
interesting theoretically because it gives experimental access to the Higgs boson couplings to WW and ZZ
in a production process. VBF Higgs production has been seen at about the 2σ level in the h → γγ final
state.
Another distinctive Higgs production process is associated production together with a W or Z boson
(Fig. 12). The cross section for these two processes combined is about 60–70% as large as that for VBF.
As for VBF, this process gives access to the Higgs boson coupling to WW or ZZ. Experimentally, the W
or Z boson in the final state provides a useful handle to reduce background in searches for Higgs decays
to bb¯.
A challenging but important process is tt¯h associated production, in which the Higgs boson is radiated
off a top-antitop quark pair (Fig. 13). The production rate is very low at the 7–8 TeV LHC and still low
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Figure 13: Sample Feynman diagram for tt¯h associated production at the LHC. There are also contributions
in which the Higgs boson is attached to the outgoing top quark or antiquark line, as well as contributions
from qq¯ or gg annihilation through an s-channel gluon.
at the 14 TeV LHC (a mere 1% of the inclusive Higgs cross section at this higher energy), but this process
is an essential probe of the Higgs boson coupling to top quarks. Knowledge of the tt¯h coupling from a
direct (tree-level) process like tt¯h is essential in order to probe for contributions to the loop-induced ggh
coupling from non-SM particles in the loop.
Let me mention here a complementary (but even more experimentally challenging) process: single-top
plus Higgs associated production. This process gets contributions from two Feynman diagrams (Fig. 14),
one in which the Higgs couples to the top quark and one in which it couples to the W boson exchanged
in the t-channel. In the SM, there happens to be a strong destructive interference between these two
diagrams, resulting in a cross section that is probably too small to be measured at the LHC. However, it
was pointed out recently [12] that this process provides an interesting test of the relative sign of the WWh
and tt¯h couplings, because a sign flip in one of the couplings relative to the SM would turn the destructive
interference into constructive interference and make this cross section large enough to measure.
One last process worth studying at the LHC is double Higgs production (Fig. 15). The value of this
process is that it allows an experimental probe of the Higgs self-coupling through the hhh vertex. The
cross section is low and the process is experimentally very tough: current simulation studies indicate that
one would need a high-luminosity run of the LHC (3000 fb−1 at each of two detectors at 14 TeV) to get
even a ±30% measurement of the triple-Higgs coupling λ [13].
3.2.2 Higgs coupling extraction at the LHC
Extracting the individual Higgs couplings from LHC data is a challenge because what’s measured is the
rates in individual production and decay channels. In the zero-width approximation, a particular rate can
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Figure 14: Feynman diagrams for single-top plus Higgs production.
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Figure 15: Sample Feynman diagrams for double Higgs production in hadron collisions.
be written as
Rateij = σi × BRj = σi × Γj
Γtot
, (105)
where σi depends on the production coupling, Γj depends on the decay coupling, and Γtot depends on all
the couplings of the Higgs through which it can decay,
Γtot =
∑
k
Γk. (106)
The total width depends on the couplings that control all of the most important Higgs decay modes. It
can also get a contribution from possible new non-SM decays that we don’t know about.
The possibility of new, non-SM Higgs decays gives rise to a “flat direction” in the fit for the Higgs
couplings based on Higgs production × decay rates. The flat direction comes from adding a new component
Γnew to the Higgs total width while simultaneously cranking up all the SM Higgs couplings (so that the
cross sections are increased). Because there is no simple way at the LHC to measure any of the Higgs
production couplings independent of branching ratios, this flat direction prevents the Higgs couplings from
being extracted in a totally model independent way from Higgs data. (Note that if Γnew comprises decays
to invisible particles such as dark matter candidates, it can be constrained through direct searches for
invisibly-decaying Higgs events produced in VBF or Wh/Zh associated production. These searches are
being done. Here we are worried about decays that evade detection, such as into light-flavor jets.)
The simplest work-around is to do a constrained fit making use of a model assumption. The approaches
used in the literature are:
• Assume Γnew = 0, i.e., only SM decays are allowed. This is valid if there are no new non-SM particles
into which the Higgs can decay.
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• Assume that the hWW and hZZ couplings must be less than or equal to their SM values. This is
valid in extended Higgs models containing scalars that transform only as doublets and/or singlets
of SU(2)L. It works because limiting these couplings prevents the VBF and associated Wh/Zh
production cross sections from being cranked up to accommodate Γnew.
In both cases, measurements in the VBF and associated Wh/Zh production modes together with Higgs
decays to WW ∗ are important to constrain the hWW coupling in both production and decay, and a
measurement of Higgs decays to bb¯ is important to constrain what is usually the single largest contribution
to the Higgs total width.
It is worth mentioning here that, very recently, two clever new methods have been proposed to get a
handle on the total width of the Higgs at the LHC by taking advantage of the relationship between Γtot
and the Higgs production couplings along the flat direction:
• Interferometry in gg (→ h) → γγ: This method takes advantage of the interference between gg →
h → γγ and the continuum gg → γγ background, which produces a slight shift in the position of
the Higgs mass peak in the γγ invariant mass distribution [14]. The size of the shift depends on the
strength of the hgg and hγγ effective couplings. The shift could be measured by comparing the Higgs
mass measurements in the γγ and ZZ∗ → 4` final states, or by comparing the mass measurement
in the γγ final state at low and high Higgs transverse momentum (the size of the interference effect
is transverse momentum–dependent). The sign of the mass shift provides access to the sign of the
product of hgg and hγγ couplings. The sensitivity of this method is ultimately limited by the
achievable precision in the Higgs mass measurement in the γγ final state.
• Off-shell gg → h → ZZ: This method takes advantage of the fact that the Higgs coupling to ZZ
(and WW ) is not small, and that the physical Higgs width is so small only because the Higgs mass
is well below the ZZ (and WW ) threshold. As a result, the cross section for gg → h∗ → ZZ through
an off-shell Higgs boson is not totally negligible when the ZZ invariant mass is above 2MZ . The size
of this off-shell cross section depends on the strength of the hgg and hZZ couplings, and it can be
directly measured through the ZZ cross section as a function of the ZZ invariant mass [15]. The
simplest interpretation of this measurement in terms of the Higgs production and decay couplings
requires an assumption that there is not any additional new physics contributing to the ZZ final
state.
Both of these methods are expected to be limited to sensitivities of a few times the SM Higgs width.
Even though they formally eliminate the flat direction, they are not expected to be constraining enough to
remove the need for model assumptions if one wants a high-precision Higgs coupling extraction from LHC
data.
3.2.3 Higgs production in e+e− collisions
Higgs production at an e+e− collider such as the International Linear Collider (ILC) [16] would not provide
the massive statistics of the LHC, but it is much cleaner in two senses. First, all the backgrounds are
electroweak in size, so hadronic decay modes like h → cc¯ and h → gg can actually be measured. Second,
the four-momentum of the initial state is known (up to “beamstrahlung” effects which smear the beam
energies).
The second feature allows for a key e+e− technique known as the recoil mass method, by which Higgs
events can be selected by reconstructing the Z boson without any reference to the Higgs decays. To see
how this works, define the four-momenta in Fig. 16 as follows: the incoming electron and positron have
momenta p1 and p2, respectively, the outgoing Higgs boson has momentum k1, and the outgoing leptons
`− and `+ have momenta k2 and k3, respectively. We can then define a Lorentz-invariant quantity that
makes reference only to the four-momenta of the incident beams and the Z decay products:
M2rec ≡ (p1 + p2 − k2 − k3)2. (107)
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Figure 16: Zh associated production in e+e− collisions. Because the initial beam four-momenta are known,
Higgs events can be selected by measuring the four-momenta of only the Z decay products.
For the process e+e− → Zh, conservation of four-momentum implies
M2rec = k
2
1 = m
2
h. (108)
Zh events thus appear as a bump in the Mrec distribution. Crucially, this allows for a measurement of
the cross section for e+e− → Zh without any reference to the Higgs branching ratios. From this the hZZ
coupling can be directly measured, paving the way to a truly model-independent extraction of all the Higgs
couplings. One can also use the Z-tagged sample to measure the Higgs branching ratios directly and look
for unexpected, non-SM decays. For a Higgs mass of 125 GeV, the cross section for e+e− → Zh peaks at
an e+e− center-of-mass energy of about 250 GeV. This dictates the energy choice for the first phase of ILC
running for Higgs studies.
The other important Higgs production processes in e+e− collisions are as follows:
• WW fusion, Fig. 17 (left). The cross section for this process grows with center-of-mass energy. This
process provides most of the statistics for Higgs coupling measurements at higher center-of-mass
energies (500 GeV and above). The recoil mass technique cannot be used because of the two missing
neutrinos.
• ZZ fusion, Fig. 17 (right). The cross section for this process is about a factor of 10 smaller than
that for WW fusion, mainly just due to the different strengths of the W and Z couplings to the
electron lines. This process does not contribute a lot to statistics, but on the other hand, the tagging
electrons can be used to reconstruct the Higgs recoil mass.
• tt¯h associated production, Fig. 18. This process provides access to the tt¯h coupling. The kinematic
threshold is around 450 GeV, necessitating running at center-of-mass energies of at least ∼ 500 GeV.
• Double Higgs production, Fig. 19. This process provides access to the Higgs self-coupling. As at the
LHC, this is a very challenging measurement due to the small signal cross section. With ILC running
in a luminosity-upgraded machine configuration (i.e., the “Lumi-Up” option discussed in Ref. [13]),
it should be possible to measure λ with around ±13% uncertainty.
Overall, the ILC program can be expected to provide model-independent measurements of the Higgs
couplings to other SM particles with precisions in the few- to sub-percent range. For a snapshot of the
state of the field as of summer 2013, see the Snowmass Higgs Working Group report, Ref. [13].
4 Higgs physics beyond the SM I: flavor (non-)conservation in a two-
Higgs-doublet model
The SM contains a number of features that happen “by accident” due to the simplicity of the SM, but
often must be engineered “by hand” in extensions of the SM in order to be consistent with experimental
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Figure 17: Feynman diagrams for WW fusion (left) and ZZ fusion (right) in electron-positron collisions.
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Figure 18: One of the Feynman diagrams for e+e− → tt¯h. (The other diagram has the Higgs attached to
the t¯ leg.)
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Figure 19: Sample Feynman diagrams for double Higgs production in e+e− collisions.
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constraints. In this section and the next I illustrate two of these features of the SM—minimal flavor
violation and custodial SU(2) symmetry—by exploring Higgs sector extensions that do not automatically
preserve these features.
If the Higgs Yukawa couplings to fermions were absent, the SM would possess a global U(3)5 flavor
symmetry, comprising five different 3×3 unitary transformations among the three generations of each type
of chiral fermion (one for each of QL, uR, dR, LL, and eR). In the SM, this large global flavor symmetry is
explicitly broken by the Yukawa matrices yuij , y
d
ij and y
`
ij . Extensions of the SM in which the global flavor
symmetry is still broken only by these three Yukawa matrices are said to have the property of minimal
flavor violation. Models in this class tend to satisfy flavor constraints (e.g., kaon, B-meson, and D-meson
oscillations and decays, µ → eγ, etc.) without too much tuning of parameters. Models that contain new,
non-minimal sources of flavor violation instead tend to be in gross violation of experimental constraints
unless they are heavily tuned to evade the constraints. This makes minimal flavor violation an attractive
principle to implement in model-building.
To illustrate the consequences of non-minimal flavor violation, let’s consider an extension of the SM
containing two Higgs doublets—a two-Higgs-doublet model, or 2HDM. Along the way I’ll take the oppor-
tunity to illustrate some of the essential phenomenological features of 2HDMs. We start with two copies
of the SM Higgs doublet, with hypercharge Y = 1/2 as usual:
Φ1 =
(
φ+1
φ01
)
, Φ2 =
(
φ+2
φ02
)
. (109)
In general, both of the Higgs doublets can carry a nonzero vev:
Φ1 =
(
φ+1
(h1 + v1 + ia1)/
√
2
)
, Φ2 =
(
φ+2
(h2 + v2 + ia2)/
√
2
)
. (110)
Here we have already made two assumptions:
• That v1 and v2 both lie in the neutral components of Φ1 and Φ2: this is essential to avoid breaking
the gauge symmetry of electromagnetism!
• That v1 and v2 are both real: this is an assumption that there is no CP violation in the scalar sector.
It is not strictly required by experimental constraints, but it makes things simpler.
Counting up the fields, we have two complex charged scalars φ±1 and φ
±
2 , two CP-even real scalars h1 and
h2, and two CP-odd real scalars a1 and a2. Of these, one complex charged scalar and one CP-odd real
scalar (in general linear combinations of the states listed above) are Goldstone bosons and can be gauged
away. Remaining in the spectrum are a single charged scalar H±, two CP-even real scalars h0 and H0 (by
convention, h0 is the lighter one and H0 is the heavier one), and one CP-odd real scalar A0.
4.1 Finding the Goldstone bosons
First let’s identify the linear combinations of the fields in Φ1 and Φ2 that are the Goldstone bosons (the
physical charged and CP-odd scalars will then be the orthogonal combinations). There are at least three
ways to do this:
• Write out the full scalar potential, minimize it to find v1 and v2 in terms of the other parameters of the
potential, isolate all terms quadratic in scalar fields, and diagonalize the resulting scalar mass-squared
matrices. The Goldstone bosons will be the massless eigenstates.
• Apply the same SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge transformations to Φ1 and Φ2 and determine which linear
combinations of states can be entirely gauged away.
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Figure 20: The diagram corresponding to the ∂µφ
+W−µ term in Eq. (115).
• Identify the linear combinations of scalars that participate in Lagrangian terms of the form ∂µG+W−µ.
This weird term (which disappears in unitarity gauge when the Goldstones are gauged away) describes
a kind of mixing between the Goldstone boson and its corresponding gauge boson.
I find the third method particularly illuminating, so I’ll follow it here. Consider once more the gauge-kinetic
terms involving the SM Higgs field:
L ⊃ (DµΦ)†(DµΦ), (111)
where
Dµ = ∂µ − i g√
2
(W+µ σ
+ +W−µ σ
−)− i e
sW cW
Zµ(T
3 − s2WQ)− ieAµQ (112)
and
Φ =
(
φ+
(h+ v + ia)/
√
2
)
, (113)
where the Higgs field is written in a general gauge (not unitarity gauge). Consider in particular the terms
involving one ∂µ, one gauge field, one scalar, and one factor of v (note that the ∂µ must act on the scalar,
because ∂µv = 0 since v is a constant):
L ⊃
(
∂µφ
+
(∂µh+ i∂µa)/
√
2
)†( −i(g/√2)W+µv
−i esW cW
(−12)Zµv
)
+
( −i(g/√2)W+µ v
−i esW cW
(−12)Zµv
)†(
∂µφ+
(∂µh+ i∂µa)/
√
2
)
= −i g√
2
v∂µφ
−W+µ + i
g√
2
v∂µφ
+W−µ + i
e
sW cW
v
2
(∂µh− i∂µa)√
2
Zµ − i e
sW cW
v
2
(∂µh+ i∂µa)√
2
Zµ,(114)
where in the first line the factors of (−12) come from the T 3 operator. In the second line the ∂µh terms
cancel and the ∂µa terms add, leading to (remember that the derivatives act only on the scalar field
immediately to their right)
L ⊃ −i g√
2
v∂µφ
−W+µ + i
g√
2
v∂µφ
+W−µ +
e√
2sW cW
v∂µaZ
µ. (115)
These terms represent a weird two-particle “vertex” as shown in Fig. 20. This represents a kind of mixing
of the Goldstone boson into its corresponding gauge boson. These terms are eliminated in unitarity gauge
and can be ignored as being unphysical.
Now let’s do the same thing in the 2HDM:
L ⊃ −i g√
2
∂µ(v1φ
−
1 + v2φ
−
2 )W
+µ + h.c.+
e√
2sW cW
∂µ(v1a1 + v2a2)Z
µ. (116)
The states involved in the unphysical interactions with the W and Z bosons (which must be the Goldstones)
are (after being properly normalized)
G± =
v1√
v21 + v
2
2
φ±1 +
v2√
v21 + v
2
2
φ±2 ≡ cosβ φ±1 + sinβ φ±2 ,
G0 =
v1√
v21 + v
2
2
a1 +
v2√
v21 + v
2
2
a2 ≡ cosβ a1 + sinβ a2, (117)
where we have defined a mixing angle β according to tanβ ≡ v2/v1.
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This method of finding the Goldstone bosons always works and tends to be pretty easy to implement
(certainly less work than minimizing the potential and finding the massless eigenstates). It also makes
clear that, even in crazy Higgs sector extensions containing your choice of representations of SU(2)L, the
identification of the Goldstone bosons depends only on the vevs of the scalars and possible group theoretic
factors that arise from the covariant derivative acting on the scalar fields.
The orthogonal states, which are the physical charged and CP-odd mass eigenstates, now drop into our
laps:
H± = − sinβ φ±1 + cosβ φ±2 , A0 = − sinβ a1 + cosβ a2. (118)
H± must be a mass eigenstate because there are no other charged scalars in the theory for it to mix with.
A0 can mix with h1 and h2 if CP is violated in the Higgs sector, but if CP is conserved it must be a mass
eigenstate because there are no other CP-odd scalars for it to mix with. In the latter case, h1 and h2 mix
with each other to form two CP-even neutral scalar mass eigenstates:
h0 = − sinαh1 + cosαh2, H0 = cosαh1 + sinαh2, (119)
where the mixing angle α and the masses will be determined by the parameters of the scalar potential.
As we did in the SM, we now follow our noses and work out the W , Z, and fermion masses and their
couplings to the Higgs bosons.
4.2 Gauge boson mass generation
The W and Z boson masses receive contributions from both Higgs doublets via the gauge-kinetic terms,
L ⊃ (DµΦ1)† (DµΦ1) + (DµΦ2)† (DµΦ2) . (120)
The part of this expression involving only h0, H0, and the vevs is
L ⊃ 1
2
(∂µh1)(∂
µh1) +
1
2
(∂µh2)(∂
µh2)
+
1
4
g2
[
(h1 + v1)
2 + (h2 + v2)
2
]
W+µ W
−µ
+
1
8
(g2 + g′2)
[
(h1 + v1)
2 + (h2 + v2)
2
]
ZµZ
µ. (121)
From the first line of this expression, the unitary transformation from the (h1, h2) basis to the (h
0, H0)
basis gives the proper kinetic terms for the physical states, L ⊃ 12(∂µh0)(∂µh0) + 12(∂µH0)(∂µH0).
The masses of the W and Z come from the terms involving no scalar fields in the second and third
lines of Eq. (121):
M2W =
g2
4
(v21 + v
2
2) =
g2v2SM
4
,
M2Z =
g2 + g′2
4
(v21 + v
2
2) =
(g2 + g′2)v2SM
4
, (122)
where the second equality in each line holds because we know that the W and Z masses are consistent
with the SM prediction in terms of the SM Higgs vev vSM ' 246 GeV. From this we find a constraint on
the two vevs in the 2HDM, v21 + v
2
2 = v
2
SM.
The four-point couplings involving gauge bosons and CP-even neutral scalars also arise from the second
and third lines of Eq. (121):
L ⊃ g
2
4
[
h21 + h
2
2
]
W+µ W
−µ +
(g2 + g′2)
8
[
h21 + h
2
2
]
ZµZ
µ
=
g2
4
[
(h0)2 + (H0)2
]
W+µ W
−µ +
(g2 + g′2)
8
[
(h0)2 + (H0)2
]
ZµZ
µ. (123)
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Each of these couplings is the same as the corresponding SM hhV V coupling [compare Eqs. (38) and (43)].
This works out because the coefficients of the h21 and h
2
2 terms are the same, so that the unitary rotation
transforms
[
h21 + h
2
2
]
into
[
(h0)2 + (H0)2
]
(similarly to the kinetic terms).
The three-point couplings involving one CP-even neutral scalar and two gauge bosons do not come out
so simply. From Eq. (121) we have
L ⊃ g
2
2
[h1v1 + h2v2]W
+
µ W
−µ +
(g2 + g′2)
4
[h1v1 + h2v2]ZµZ
µ. (124)
Using
v1 = vSM cosβ, v2 = vSM sinβ,
h1 = − sinαh0 + cosαH0, h2 = cosαh0 + sinαH0, (125)
we get
[h1v1 + h2v2] = vSMh
0(− sinα cosβ + cosα sinβ) + vSMH0(cosα cosβ + sinα sinβ)
= vSMh
0 sin(β − α) + vSMH0 cos(β − α). (126)
The corresponding Feynman rules for h0 and H0 coupling to WW and ZZ are (see Fig. 21)
h0W+µ W
−
ν : 2i
M2W
vSM
sin(β − α)gµν ,
h0ZµZν : 2i
M2Z
vSM
sin(β − α)gµν ,
H0W+µ W
−
ν : 2i
M2W
vSM
cos(β − α)gµν ,
H0ZµZν : 2i
M2Z
vSM
cos(β − α)gµν . (127)
Each of these couplings is equal to the corresponding SM hV V coupling except for the factor of sin(β−α)
or cos(β − α). We have uncovered a sum rule that always applies in the 2HDM: the sum of the squares of
the h0 and H0 couplings to V V is equal to the square of the corresponding SM Higgs coupling to V V .
To see more clearly how this pattern of couplings arises, consider the situation when (β − α) = pi/2:
then sin(β − α) = 1 (so that the h0V V coupling is equal to the corresponding coupling of the SM Higgs
boson) and cos(β − α) = 0 (so that the H0V V coupling is equal to zero). This situation corresponds to
α = β − pi/2, so that
h0 = − sinαh1 + cosαh2
= − sin
(
β − pi
2
)
h1 + cos
(
β − pi
2
)
h2
= cosβ h1 + sinβ h2. (128)
Comparing this to the formulas for the Goldstone bosons in Eq. (117), and to
vSM =
√
v21 + v
2
2 =
v21√
v21 + v
2
2
+
v22√
v21 + v
2
2
= cosβ v1 + sinβ v2, (129)
we see that when (β−α) = pi/2, h0 “lives” in the same linear combination of Φ1 and Φ2 as the Goldstones
and the total vev! In particular, we can rotate Φ1 and Φ2 by an angle β to arrive at the “Higgs basis,”
which for (β − α) = pi/2 reads
ΦH ≡ cosβ Φ1 + sinβ Φ2 =
(
G+
(h0 + vSM + iG
0)/
√
2
)
,
Φ0 ≡ − sinβ Φ1 + cosβ Φ2 =
(
H+
(H0 + iA0)/
√
2
)
. (130)
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Figure 21: Feynman rules for the couplings of h0 and H0 in two Higgs doublet models to WW and ZZ
pairs. See also Eq. (127).
The doublet Φ0 has zero vev, hence the subscript. In this form, all the scalar fields are already written in
terms of mass eigenstates, so the couplings to gauge bosons can be read off in a simple way by applying
the covariant derivative. Note, as usual for a unitary rotation, that
(DµΦ1)† (DµΦ1) + (DµΦ2)† (DµΦ2) = (DµΦH)† (DµΦH) + (DµΦ0)† (DµΦ0) . (131)
For (β − α) 6= pi/2 we move away from this idealized situation, but can still write the doublets in the
Higgs basis (still defined so that the Goldstone bosons and all of the vev live in only one of the doublets):
ΦH =
(
G+[
h0 sin(β − α) +H0 cos(β − α) + vSM + iG0
]
/
√
2
)
,
Φ0 =
(
H+[−h0 cos(β − α) +H0 sin(β − α) + iA0] /√2
)
. (132)
This form makes the gauge couplings among physical states easy to read off.
4.3 Fermion mass generation
The most general gauge-invariant set of Yukawa couplings that we can write down involving two Higgs
doublets is just two copies of the SM fermion mass generation terms:
LYukawa = −y`1ij e¯RiΦ†1LLj − yd1ij d¯RiΦ†1QLj − yu1ij u¯RiΦ˜†1QLj + h.c.
−y`2ij e¯RiΦ†2LLj − yd2ij d¯RiΦ†2QLj − yu2ij u¯RiΦ˜†2QLj + h.c., (133)
with an implicit sum over the generation indices i, j = 1, 2, 3. Here the y matrices are six general complex
3× 3 matrices of Yukawa couplings.
This form generically causes big trouble!
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Figure 22: A sample flavor-changing neutral Higgs coupling.
To see why, let’s look at the down-type quark mass terms:
LYukawa ⊃ −
(
yd1ij Φ
†
1 + y
d2
ij Φ
†
2
)
d¯RiQLj + h.c.
→ −
(
yd1ij
v1√
2
+ yd2ij
v2√
2
)
d¯RidLj + h.c., (134)
where in the second line we just keep the piece involving the vevs. This means that the down-type quark
mass matrix is
Mdij =
(
yd1ij
v1√
2
+ yd2ij
v2√
2
)
. (135)
This is fine; it’s just a general complex 3× 3 matrix, which can be diagonalized in the same way as in the
SM. Diagonalizing Mdij diagonalizes the particular linear combination of yd1 and yd2 given by
yd1ij cosβ + y
d2
ij sinβ, (136)
which is in fact the coefficient of the down-type quark coupling to ΦH in the Higgs basis.
However, diagonalizing Mdij does not in general diagonalize the orthogonal linear combination of yd1
and yd2,
−yd1ij sinβ + yd2ij cosβ, (137)
which winds up being the coefficient of the down-type quark coupling to Φ0 in the Higgs basis. When this
linear combination is not diagonal in the mass basis, any neutral scalars that live in Φ0 will have flavor-
changing couplings to down-type fermions, such as the A0s¯d vertex shown in Fig. 22. Such a coupling
gives rise, e.g., to a tree-level contribution to K0–K¯0 mixing, as shown in Fig. 23. These processes are
known as flavor-changing neutral currents and are generically an experimental disaster. Similar problems
happen in the up-type quark and lepton sectors.
The problem can be understood as being due to the breaking of the global flavor symmetry by more
than one Yukawa matrix in each of the up-type quark, down-type quark, and charged lepton sectors. This
is not minimal flavor violation.
There are two well-known approaches to eliminate flavor-changing neutral Higgs couplings in 2HDMs
by re-imposing minimal flavor violation. The first is known as natural flavor conservation and was proposed
as early as 1977 by Glashow and Weinberg and separately by Paschos [17]. The second is called Yukawa
alignment and represents the simplest implementation of a more general minimal flavor violating set-up.
The philosophies of the two approaches are different: in natural flavor conservation, the absence of flavor-
changing neutral Higgs couplings is a consequence of a discrete symmetry obeyed by the Higgs sector itself,
whereas in theories with Yukawa alignment, the flavor-changing neutral Higgs couplings are assumed to be
prevented by the actions of an (unspecified) theory of flavor.
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Figure 23: A sample Feynman diagram for K0–K¯0 mixing at tree level, mediated by a pseudoscalar Higgs
boson A0 with flavor-changing couplings to down-type quarks.
4.4 Natural flavor conservation
Natural flavor conservation is implemented by requiring that all fermions of a given electric charge are given
their masses by only one Higgs doublet. This is normally enforced using global Z2 symmetries (parities),
which may be softly broken in the scalar sector. Under this condition, there can be only one 3× 3 Yukawa
matrix for up-type quarks, one for down-type quarks, and one for charged leptons. Minimal flavor violation
is thus achieved, and it is enforced by the Higgs sector itself. Because the fermion mass matrices are then
proportional to these Yukawa matrices, diagonalizing the fermion mass matrices diagonalizes all the Yukawa
matrices, so that all neutral scalar couplings are flavor-diagonal in the fermion mass basis.
In a 2HDM, natural flavor conservation is enforced by imposing a Z2 symmetry under which one of the
doublets transforms (e.g., Φ2 → −Φ2 while Φ1 is unaffected) and under which some of the right-handed
fermions transform (e.g., uRi → −uRi while all other fermion fields are unaffected). In this example, the
terms in Eq. (133) involving Φ1 and e¯Ri or d¯Ri, and the term involving Φ2 and u¯Ri are invariant under the
Z2 symmetry and hence allowed, while the other three terms are forbidden.
Ignoring neutrino masses, there are four physically distinct choices for the Z2 charge assignments,
leading to different phenomenology. These choices define the four well-known “types” of 2HDMs. In all
cases we take Φ2 → −Φ2 under the Z2 symmetry while Φ1 → Φ1. The four types of 2HDM are then
defined as follows:
• Type I: uR, dR, eR → −uR,−dR,−eR. All right-handed fermions must couple to Φ2 and none to Φ1.
The Yukawa Lagrangian reads
LFΦ = −y`2ij e¯RiΦ†2LLj − yd2ij d¯RiΦ†2QLj − yu2ij u¯RiΦ˜†2QLj + h.c. (Type I). (138)
Inserting the vev of Φ2 in the usual way we acquire the fermion masses,
mf =
yfv2√
2
=
yfvSM√
2
sinβ, (139)
where yf is the appropriate eigenvalue of the appropriate Yukawa matrix. The Yukawa coupling yf
is then given by
yf =
√
2mf
vSM
1
sinβ
. (140)
If we require that yt remain small enough that perturbative calculations involving this coupling remain
reliable, we get a lower bound on sinβ; i.e., v2 cannot be too small. There is no corresponding lower
bound on v1, which could be taken all the way to zero without causing phenomenological trouble.
Taking into account the mixing angle α [recall Eq. (119)], the Feynman rules for the h0ff¯ and H0ff¯
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couplings are given by
h0ff¯ : −i mf
vSM
cosα
sinβ
= −i mf
vSM
[sin(β − α) + cotβ cos(β − α)] ,
H0ff¯ : −i mf
vSM
sinα
sinβ
= −i mf
vSM
[− cotβ sin(β − α) + cos(β − α)] . (141)
Recall that the corresponding SM Higgs coupling to ff¯ is −imf/vSM. When sin(β−α)→ 1 (implying
cos(β−α)→ 0), the h0ff¯ coupling approaches that of the SM Higgs while theH0ff¯ coupling becomes
equal to the SM Higgs coupling times − cotβ. Taking into account the perturbativity constraint on
sinβ, which leads to cotβ . O(1), neither the h0 nor H0 coupling to fermions can be significantly
enhanced over the corresponding SM Higgs coupling.
• Type II: uR → −uR and dR, eR → dR, eR. Right-handed up-type quarks must couple to Φ2 while
right-handed down-type quarks and charged leptons must couple to Φ1 (note that this is the structure
that appears in the Higgs sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model). The Yukawa
Lagrangian reads
LFΦ = −y`1ij e¯RiΦ†1LLj − yd1ij d¯RiΦ†1QLj − yu2ij u¯RiΦ˜†2QLj + h.c. (Type II). (142)
Inserting the vevs we acquire the fermion masses,
mu =
yuv2√
2
=
yuvSM√
2
sinβ, md,` =
yd,`v1√
2
=
yd,`vSM√
2
cosβ, (143)
where again yu,d,` are the appropriate eigenvalues of the appropriate Yukawa matrices. The Yukawa
couplings yf are then given by
yu =
√
2mu
vSM
1
sinβ
, yd,` =
√
2md,`
vSM
1
cosβ
. (144)
If v2 becomes too small, then yt becomes nonperturbatively large; similarly if v1 becomes too small,
then yb becomes nonperturbatively large. This roughly constrains 0.5 . tanβ . 60 (the exact choice
of limits is a matter of taste). The Feynman rules for the h0 and H0 couplings to fermions are then
given by
h0uu¯ : −i mu
vSM
cosα
sinβ
= −i mu
vSM
[sin(β − α) + cotβ cos(β − α)] ,
h0dd¯ : −i md
vSM
− sinα
cosβ
= −i md
vSM
[sin(β − α)− tanβ cos(β − α)] ,
H0uu¯ : −i mu
vSM
sinα
sinβ
= −i mf
vSM
[− cotβ sin(β − α) + cos(β − α)] ,
H0dd¯ : −i md
vSM
cosα
cosβ
= −i md
vSM
[tanβ sin(β − α) + cos(β − α)] . (145)
The couplings to leptons are obtained from the down-type quark couplings by replacing md → m`. As
before, in the limit sin(β−α)→ 1, the couplings of h0 reduce to those of the SM Higgs boson. Notice
that, while the scalar couplings to up-type quarks cannot be significantly enhanced compared to the
corresponding SM Higgs couplings, the scalar couplings to down-type quarks and charged leptons
contain a factor of tanβ and can be quite significantly enhanced. This feature plays an important
role in the phenomenology of the Type II 2HDM when tanβ is large.
• Lepton-specific or Type X: uR, dR → −uR,−dR and eR → eR. All right-handed quarks must couple
to Φ2 while right-handed charged leptons must couple to Φ1. The Yukawa Lagrangian reads
LFΦ = −y`1ij e¯RiΦ†1LLj − yd2ij d¯RiΦ†2QLj − yu2ij u¯RiΦ˜†2QLj + h.c. (Lepton specific). (146)
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The Higgs couplings to quarks are the same as in the Type I 2HDM, while the couplings to leptons
are given by
h0`¯` : −i m`
vSM
− sinα
cosβ
= −i m`
vSM
[sin(β − α)− tanβ cos(β − α)] ,
H0`¯` : −i m`
vSM
cosα
cosβ
= −i m`
vSM
[tanβ sin(β − α) + cos(β − α)] . (147)
In this model tanβ can be large as 200 before the tau Yukawa coupling becomes nonperturbative, so
that the scalar couplings to leptons can be quite significantly enhanced.
• Flipped or Type Y: uR, eR → −uR,−eR and dR → dR. Right-handed up-type quarks and charged
leptons must couple to Φ2 while right-handed down-type quarks must couple to Φ1. The Yukawa
Lagrangian reads
LFΦ = −y`2ij e¯RiΦ†2LLj − yd1ij d¯RiΦ†1QLj − yu2ij u¯RiΦ˜†2QLj + h.c. (Flipped). (148)
The Higgs couplings to quarks are the same as in the Type II 2HDM, while the couplings to leptons
are given by
h0`¯` : −i m`
vSM
cosα
sinβ
= −i m`
vSM
[sin(β − α) + cotβ cos(β − α)] ,
H0`¯` : −i m`
vSM
sinα
sinβ
= −i m`
vSM
[− cotβ sin(β − α) + cos(β − α)] . (149)
The perturbativity constraints on tanβ are the same as in the Type II 2HDM. While the scalar
couplings to down-type quarks can be quite significantly enhanced as in the Type II model, the
scalar couplings to charged leptons contain a factor of cotβ and cannot be significantly enhanced
compared to the corresponding SM Higgs couplings.
Each of these models has its own distinctive phenomenology, which has been explored in great detail in
the literature.
4.5 Yukawa alignment
Yukawa alignment is the simplest implementation of the full general minimal flavor violation framework
in a model with more than one Higgs doublet. It is implemented by allowing both doublets to couple
to all fermions as in Eq. (133), but requiring that the two Yukawa matrices for each type of fermion are
proportional to each other:
y`1ij = z`y
`2
ij , y
d1
ij = zdy
d2
ij , y
u1
ij = zuy
u2
ij , (150)
where z`, zd, and zu are three free parameters, which can be complex in general. By rotating to the Higgs
basis, the parameter tanβ can be absorbed into the definitions of z`,d,u.
Minimal flavor violation is assumed to be enforced by some unspecified model of flavor outside of
the Higgs sector itself, which gives rise to the proportionalities in Eq. (150). This structure yields more
parameter freedom than the four “types” of natural-flavor-conserving 2HDMs discussed in the previous
section, and in fact can be used to interpolate continuously between the “types”.
5 Higgs physics beyond the SM II: custodial symmetry and models
with Higgs triplets
5.1 The ρ parameter and custodial symmetry
The ρ parameter was introduced to describe the relative strength of neutral-current and charged-current
weak interaction processes at four-momentum transfers much smaller than the masses of the W and Z
bosons.
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Figure 24: A charged-current scattering process, νd→ `−u.
Consider low-energy processes mediated by W exchange at small momentum transfers, for example the
charged-current neutrino scattering process νd→ `−u (Fig. 24). When p2 M2W , the W propagator can
be approximated by neglecting p2:
−igµν
p2 −M2W
→ ig
µν
M2W
. (151)
This allows us to describe the process by a low-energy effective Lagrangian,
i∆LW = ig√
2
(e¯LγµνL)× ig
µν
M2W
× ig√
2
(u¯LγνdL)
=
−ig2
M2W
× 1√
2
(e¯LγµνL)× 1√
2
(u¯Lγ
µdL)
≡ −ig
2
M2W
J−WµJ
+µ
W , (152)
where J±Wµ are “charged currents” in analogy to the electromagnetic current. This is Fermi’s original
four-fermi(on) theory, with
g2
M2W
=
8GF√
2
=
4
v2
, (153)
so that
∆LW = −8GF√
2
× 1√
2
(e¯LγµνL)× 1√
2
(u¯Lγ
µdL). (154)
The same formalism can be used to describe the weak neutral currents28 mediated by Z boson ex-
change at small momentum transfers, for example the neutral-current neutrino scattering process νu→ νu
(Fig. 25). When p2 M2Z , the Z propagator can be approximated by neglecting p2:
−igµν
p2 −M2Z
→ ig
µν
M2Z
. (155)
This allows us to describe the process by a low-energy effective Lagrangian,
i∆LZ = −ig
cW
(
ν¯γµ(T
3 − s2WQ)ν
)× igµν
M2Z
× −ig
cW
(
u¯γν(T
3 − s2WQ)u
)
=
−ig2
c2WM
2
Z
× (ν¯γµ(T 3 − s2WQ)ν)× (u¯γν(T 3 − s2WQ)u)
≡ −i8GF√
2
ρ× (ν¯γµ(T 3 − s2WQ)ν)× (u¯γν(T 3 − s2WQ)u) . (156)
28The weak neutral currents were predicted in 1973 in the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam SU(2)L×U(1)Y Standard Model. Their
existence was experimentally confirmed in 1974 at CERN in a neutrino scattering experiment.
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Figure 25: A neutral-current scattering process, νu→ νu.
Here the “neutral currents” J0Zµ can be defined as the fermion bilinears in the parentheses in analogy to
the charged currents J±Wµ. Note the appearance of the parameter ρ, called the “rho parameter,” which is
defined as the ratio of strengths of the neutral to charged currents:
ρ =
(
g2
c2WM
2
Z
)
×
(
g2
M2W
)−1
=
M2W
c2WM
2
Z
. (157)
In particular, the factor of c2W in this expression comes from the coupling strength of the Z boson, which
originated from the SU(2)L and U(1)Y gauge couplings combined with the γ–Z mixing angle.
But in the SM, we found that the W and Z masses are predicted to be
M2W =
g2v2
4
, M2Z =
(g2 + g′2)v2
4
=
g2v2
4c2W
, (158)
where now the c2W in the expression for M
2
Z comes from the gauge boson mass-squared matrix. Plugging
these expressions for M2W and M
2
Z into Eq. (157) for the rho parameter, we find
ρ = 1 (159)
at tree level in the SM.
At this point the reader’s natural reaction is “yeah, so what?” In fact, ρ = 1 is a consequence of an
accidental approximate global symmetry of the SM known as custodial SU(2) symmetry. The best way
to see why the custodial symmetry is important is to consider a beyond-the-SM situation in which it is
broken.
5.2 Scalar triplets and custodial symmetry violation
Let’s consider an extension of the SM Higgs sector containing a triplet of SU(2)L. A scalar triplet cannot
give mass to charged fermions because one can’t build an appropriate SU(2)L×U(1)Y -invariant operator
with dimension four; however, a scalar triplet with nonzero vev does contribute to the W and Z boson
masses.
To give a scalar triplet a vev without breaking electromagnetism, we have to put the vev in an
electrically-neutral component. There are two choices for the hypercharge assignment of an SU(2)L triplet
that give us a neutral component:
• Y = 0, real scalar:
Ξ =
 ξ+ξ0
ξ−
→
 ξ+ξ0 + vξ
ξ−
 . (160)
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• Y = 1, complex scalar:29
X =
 χ++χ+
χ0
→
 χ++χ+
vχ + (hχ + iaχ)/
√
2
 . (161)
Now consider the terms in the covariant derivative that contribute to the W and Z masses. The
gauge-kinetic Lagrangian for our SM Higgs doublet and the two types of triplets reads
L ⊃ (DµΦ)†(DµΦ) + (DµX)†(DµX) + 1
2
(DµΞ)†(DµΞ), (162)
where the covariant derivative is given as usual by
Dµ = ∂µ − ig′BµY − igW aµT a = ∂µ − ig′BµY − ig
[
1√
2
(W+µ T
+ +W−µ T
−) +W 3µT
3
]
. (163)
Consider a generic term (DµX)†(DµX) in the gauge-kinetic Lagrangian. Its contribution to the W and Z
masses (i.e., the terms proportional to v2X) looks like
(DµX)†(DµX) ⊃ X†
[
g2
2
W+µ W
−µ(T+T− + T−T+) + g2W 3µW
3µ(T 3)2
g2
4
+ g′2BµBµ(Y )2 + 2gg′BµW 3µ(Y T 3)
]
X, (164)
plus terms that will not give v · · · v.
The term (T+T−+T−T+) can be evaluated using a trick from quantum mechanics [remember, spin is
just SU(2)!]:
T+T− + T−T+ = (T 1 + iT 2)(T 1 − iT 2) + (T 1 − iT 2)(T 1 + iT 2)
= 2
[
(T 1)2 + (T 2)2
]
= 2
[
|~T |2 − (T 3)2
]
= 2
[
T (T + 1)− (T 3)2] , (165)
where in the last step we used |~T |2X = T (T + 1)X, where T is the total isospin quantum number of X
(1/2 for a doublet, 1 for a triplet). We’ll also use Q = T 3 + Y so that T 3 = Q− Y = −Y for the neutral
component of X where the vev lives.
So for the v · · · v terms only, we have
(DµX)†(DµX) ⊃ X†
{
g2W+µ W
−µ [T (T + 1)− Y 2]+ g2W 3µW 3µ(Y )2
+g′2BµBµ(Y )2 − 2gg′BµW 3µ(Y )2
}
X. (166)
The pieces are now easy to evaluate for any choice of SU(2)L and U(1)Y quantum numbers:
Doublet, Y = 1/2: T (T + 1)− Y 2 = 12 , Y 2 = 14 .
Triplet, Y = 0: T (T + 1)− Y 2 = 2, Y 2 = 0.
Triplet, Y = 1: T (T + 1)− Y 2 = 1, Y 2 = 1.
Now we can work out the contributions of each scalar to the W and Z masses. For the SM Higgs
doublet with Y = 1/2,
〈Φ〉 =
(
0
vφ/
√
2
)
, (167)
29Taking Y = −1 would just give us the multiplet that is conjugate to the one with Y = 1.
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so that
(DµΦ)†(DµΦ) ⊃
g2v2φ
4
W+µ W
−µ +
g2v2φ
8
W 3µW
3µ +
g′2v2φ
8
BµB
µ − 2gg
′v2φ
8
BµW
3µ. (168)
We can write the doublet’s contribution to the gauge boson masses-squared in matrix form in the basis
(W 1,W 2,W 3, B):
M2Φ =
v2φ
4

g2 0 0 0
0 g2 0 0
0 0 g2 −gg′
0 0 −gg′ g′2
 . (169)
There are a couple of things to notice:
• The lower 2× 2 block is diagonalized by the weak mixing angle,
sin θW =
g′√
g2 + g′2
. (170)
This diagonalization gives the Z boson and (massless) photon eigenstates.
• When g′ → 0 (equivalent to cos θW → 1), MW = MZ and there is a “rotation” symmetry W 1 ↔
W 2 ↔ W 3. This symmetry in the limit g′ → 0 is the actual custodial SU(2) symmetry. It is an
accident in the SM (as we’ll see when we evaluate the same W and Z boson mass-squared matrix for
the triplets), and is only an approximate symmetry because it is broken by the gauging of hypercharge.
Now let’s consider the real triplet with Y = 0. Its vev is
〈Ξ〉 =
 0vξ
0
 , (171)
so that
1
2
(DµΞ)†(DµΞ) ⊃ g2v2ξW+µ W−µ. (172)
Because Y = 0, the coefficients of the W 3µW
3µ, BµB
µ, and BµW
3µ terms are zero! The Y = 0 triplet’s
contribution to the gauge boson masses-squared in matrix form is given by
M2Ξ = v
2
ξ

g2 0 0 0
0 g2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 . (173)
In particular, the Y = 0 triplet contributes to the W± mass but does not contribute to the Z or photon
masses. Notice also that rotating the lower 2× 2 block by the weak mixing angle θW has no effect on this
matrix. This means that when we add up all the contributions to the W and Z masses-squared in matrix
form, the contribution from M2Ξ will not change the value of the mixing angle θW between the Z and the
photon: this mixing angle is in fact set entirely by the values of the gauge couplings g and g′.
However, notice that in the g′ → 0 limit, the Y = 0 triplet does not generate the same masses for
W and Z. There is a symmetry W 1 ↔ W 2, but no longer is there the full custodial SU(2) symmetry
W 1 ↔W 2 ↔W 3.
Finally let’s consider the complex triplet with Y = 1. Its vev is
〈X〉 =
 00
vχ
 , (174)
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so that
(DµX)†(DµX) ⊃ g2v2χW+µ W−µ + g2v2χW 3µW 3µ + g′2v2χBµBµ − 2gg′v2χBµW 3µ. (175)
The Y = 1 triplet’s contribution to the gauge boson masses-squared in matrix form is given by
M2X = v
2
χ

g2 0 0 0
0 g2 0 0
0 0 2g2 −2gg′
0 0 −2gg′ 2g′2
 . (176)
Notice that the lower 2 × 2 block of this matrix is still diagonalized by the same weak mixing angle θW
as for the doublet. The photon is also still massless. However, as for the Y = 0 triplet, the Y = 1 triplet
does not generate the same masses for the W and Z in the limit g′ → 0. Again there is no custodial SU(2)
symmetry W 1 ↔W 2 ↔W 3 in that limit.
The lack of custodial SU(2) symmetry has a profound low-energy experimental consequence: it changes
the relative strength of the charged and neutral weak currents. In the presence of the Y = 0 and Y = 1
triplets, we have
M2W =
g2
4
(v2φ + 4v
2
ξ + 4v
2
χ), M
2
Z =
g2 + g′2
4
(v2φ + 8v
2
χ) =
g2
4c2W
(v2φ + 8v
2
χ), (177)
so that
ρ ≡ M
2
W
c2WM
2
Z
=
v2φ + 4v
2
ξ + 4v
2
χ
v2φ + 8v
2
χ
. (178)
The rho parameter is measured to be very close to one. This implies that, if one or both of the triplets that
we’ve discussed in this section are present, their vevs must either be very small compared to vφ, or they
must be tuned so that vξ = vχ ≡ v3. Tuning the triplet vevs to be equal in this way leads to a contribution
to the gauge boson mass-squared matrix from the two triplets of
M2X+Ξ = 2v
2
3

g2 0 0 0
0 g2 0 0
0 0 g2 −gg′
0 0 −gg′ g′2
 . (179)
This matrix has the same form as that for the doublet! The custodial SU(2) symmetry is restored:
in the limit g′ → 0, the W and Z masses again become equal and we recover the rotation symmetry
W 1 ↔W 2 ↔W 3.
5.3 Restoring the custodial symmetry
The custodial symmetry can be better understood by studying the global symmetries of the SM Higgs
sector. We can think of the SM Higgs doublet as an object with four real components, as in Eq. (16)—i.e.,
as a four-component vector. The Higgs potential by itself (not including the gauge interactions) preserves a
global O(4) symmetry, which is broken down to O(3) when one component of Φ gets a vev. This is a larger
symmetry than the gauged SU(2)L×U(1)Y ; in fact, the global O(4) corresponds to a global SU(2)L×SU(2)R
symmetry, as can be seen by writing Φ in the form of a bidoublet :
Φ =
(
φ0∗ φ+
−φ+∗ φ0
)
, (180)
which transforms under the global SU(2)L×SU(2)R symmetry as
Φ→ exp
(
iαaL
σa
2
)
Φ exp
(
−iαaR
σa
2
)
, (181)
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where σa are the Pauli matrices as usual and αaL and α
a
R are constants. Promoting this global symmetry
to the local (gauge) symmetry of the SM, all three generators αaL of the SU(2)L global symmetry become
spacetime-dependent functions λaL(x), but only the third generator α
3
R of the SU(2)R global symmetry is
gauged, becoming the λY (x) generator of hypercharge. Gauging only one component of a global symmetry
violates the global symmetry.
In any case, when Φ gets a vev, the bidoublet becomes
〈Φ〉 = 1√
2
(
vφ 0
0 vφ
)
, (182)
which is proportional to the unit matrix. This breaks the global SU(2)L×SU(2)R symmetry down to the
diagonal subgroup SU(2)diag. This diagonal subgroup is the custodial SU(2) symmetry. It is an accidental
(just a consequence of the ability to write Φ as a bidoublet and have its vev automatically proportional to
the unit matrix), approximate (violated by hypercharge gauge interactions, as well as by the fact that the
Yukawa couplings of the up-type and down-type fermions are different) global symmetry of the SM.
We can take advantage of this observation to engineer the relationship vξ = vχ between the triplet
vevs by putting together the complex Y = 1 triplet and the real Y = 0 triplet into a 3 × 3 object that
transforms as a triplet under both the global SU(2)L and SU(2)R symmetries:
X˜ =
 χ0∗ ξ+ χ++χ− ξ0 χ+
χ−− ξ− χ0
 , (183)
where χ− = −χ+∗ and ξ− = −ξ+∗. If the scalar potential is constructed to preserve the global SU(2)L×SU(2)R
symmetry (this can be done by eliminating some terms in the most general gauge invariant scalar potential
for two triplets and a doublet; the resulting model is called the Georgi-Machacek model [18]), then it is
natural for the triplets to get a vev of the form
〈X˜〉 =
 vχ 0 00 vχ 0
0 0 vχ
 , (184)
again proportional to the unit matrix. This preserves the same diagonal subgroup SU(2)diag that is au-
tomatically preserved when the SM Higgs doublet gets a vev. Again, the symmetry is only approximate:
one-loop corrections involving hypercharge gauge interactions regenerate the SU(2)R-violating terms that
were left out of the scalar potential (but this is not so bad if the cutoff scale is not too far above the
electroweak scale).
In this way, scalar triplets with a sizable vev can be added to the SM, allowing for some interesting
beyond-the-SM Higgs phenomenology.
6 Outlook
It has become a cliche´ to say that the Higgs boson discovery opens a new era in experimental particle
physics. That is because it is true. Detailed studies of the Higgs boson’s properties will dominate the
LHC program over the next ten years, and form an important part of the physics case for the high-
luminosity LHC upgrade to run in the next ten years after that. High-precision Higgs studies are the
primary motivation for the construction of the International Linear Collider. This experimental program
will allow the Higgs couplings to be measured with a precision reaching the sub-percent level, providing
sensitivity to new physics affecting the Higgs sector up to energy scales as high as a few TeV.
But the Higgs is also a genuinely new beast from a theoretical point of view. If it is truly a fundamental30
scalar particle, it is the first one ever observed in nature. Higgs boson decays to fermions, and Higgs
30The alternative to a fundamental scalar is that the Higgs is a composite (bound state) of some new fundamental fermions,
confined by a new gauge interaction. This scenario is sometimes called Technicolor.
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production via gluon fusion, represent the first observation of a collection of brand new interactions (the
Yukawa couplings). The fact that the Higgs is condensed in the vacuum—i.e., that its vacuum expectation
value is nonzero—implies the existence of a brand new quartic scalar interaction (the Higgs self-coupling).
It is not an exaggeration to say that these are the first interactions ever observed by humans that are not
a consequence of gravity or the gauge forces.
The great triumphs of the Standard Model—QED, precision electroweak measurements, perturbative
and nonperturbative (lattice) QCD, and the CKM framework for flavor physics—are all consequences of
the gauge principle. This we understand. The great mysteries of the Standard Model—the origin of the W
and Z boson masses, the origin of the quark and lepton masses along with their mixing and CP violation,
the origin of neutrino masses and their mixing, dark energy and inflation, and the hierarchy problems of
the electroweak-breaking scale and the cosmological constant—all have something to do with what could
be called the properties of the vacuum. The Higgs is our first tangible piece of the vacuum, in that it is a
quantum of the field that is condensed in the vacuum. It could teach us some of nature’s deepest secrets.
7 Homework questions
1. Compute the tree-level decay partial width for the Higgs boson into a pair of bottom quarks and
show that it is given by
Γ(h→ bb¯) = Nc
8pi
m2b
v2
mh
[
1− 4m
2
b
m2h
]3/2
, (185)
where Nc = 3 is the number of colours of the b quark and v = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum
expectation value (vev). The Feynman rule for the hbb¯ vertex is −imb/v.
2. Imagine that the scalar potential for the Standard Model Higgs field contained a φ6 term, as follows:
V (Φ) = −µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2 + 1
Λ2
(Φ†Φ)3, (186)
where µ2, λ, and 1/Λ2 are all positive and Λ has dimensions of mass.
Minimize the potential and eliminate µ2 in favor of the Higgs vev v. Then find the Higgs mass and
the Feynman rules for the hhh and hhhh coupling vertices in terms of v, λ, and 1/Λ2. You can work
in the unitarity gauge and write
Φ =
(
0
(h+ v)/
√
2
)
. (187)
(Recall that when the 1/Λ2 term is not there, the Higgs mass is mh =
√
2λv, the hhh coupling
Feynman rule is −3im2h/v, and the hhhh coupling Feynman rule is −3im2h/v2. The idea here is to
see whether you can tell that the 1/Λ2 term is there by measuring mh and the hhh coupling and
comparing to the Standard Model relationship.)
3. The LHC measures rates for Higgs boson production and decay into specific final states, which can
be written in the “zero width approximation” as
Rateij = σi × BRj = σi × Γj
Γtot
. (188)
If there is a new, non-SM decay mode of the Higgs, which is unobservable at the LHC (for example,
Higgs decay into light-quark jets, which would be buried under background), all the observable Higgs
signal rates can be kept the same by cranking up the production couplings at the same time as the
branching ratio to the new final state is increased. All couplings must be increased by the same factor
in order to keep the ratios of rates fixed; we can denote that factor by κ, in which case σi = κ
2σSMi
and Γj = κ
2ΓSMj .
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Work out the relationship between the coupling scaling factor κ and the new unobservable decay
branching ratio BRnew that is required to keep all the Higgs signal rates fixed to their SM values.
(This relation defines a “flat direction” in the Higgs coupling fit using LHC data. To cut off the flat
direction, fits to LHC Higgs data usually assume either that there are no unobservable new decay
modes (i.e., BRnew = 0) or that the Higgs couplings to WW and ZZ cannot be larger than their
SM values (i.e., κ ≤ 1 in our notation). The latter happens to be true in all models containing only
Higgs doublets and/or singlets of SU(2)L.)
4. The correct ratio for the W and Z masses can (by coincidence) also be generated by a septet (or
seven-plet) of SU(2)L with hypercharge Y = 2 (in the convention Q = T
3 + Y ). If the vev of the
septet is given by (note that v7 is in the neutral component, T
3 = −2, so that Q = T 3 + Y = 0)
〈χ7〉 =

0
0
0
0
0
v7
0

, (189)
work out the gauge boson mass-squared matrix in the W 1,W 2,W 3, B basis and show that it is indeed
proportional to the SM case,
M2SM =
v2SM
4

g2 0 0 0
0 g2 0 0
0 0 g2 −gg′
0 0 −gg′ g′2
 . (190)
If the W and Z masses were generated entirely by the septet, what value of v7 would be needed?
(Recall that MW = gvSM/2 and MZ =
√
g2 + g′2vSM/2 at tree level for vSM = 246 GeV.)
Could all mass generation in the Standard Model be accomplished by the septet? Why or why not?
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